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Yesterday
T

HE opening of the first Railway in Nigeria in 1901 was an
event of primary importance in the history of the land.
The transport of people and goods is closely bound up
with the economic progress of a country and the well-being of
its inhabitants. Without rapid, safe and inexpensive transport,
trade cannot develop and progress is hindered.
Before the Railway built its steel road across Nigeria, sluggish
communications retarded the growth of its people. Bullock
cart, camel and canoe were quite inadequate to bring about

To-Day
T

HE Nigerian Railway last year carried 8t million passengers·over
all parts ~f the country. It hauled over 850,000 tons of goods
and provided regular and well-paid employment for over
19,000 Africans.
Every national-spiri~ed Nigeri~n can assist the development of his
country by sup~ortmg the Railway in every way within his power.
Each extra consignment of goods and every extra journey travelled is
a step in the dir.ection of decr~ase.d rates and consequent saving of
money ~o the Railway user. Nigerians, do your share to increase the
economic progress of your country! The Railway is yours. Use it !

1,900 Miles of Line
•

1936 - 37

BULLOCK TRANSPORT IN NORTHERN NIGERIA

TONNAGE HANDLED
that rapid and reliable interchange of commodities which creates
national wealth. Export of products was slow and difficult.
People were insular and unaware of the ideas and activities of
their fellow men. The Railway came to the land to break down
the barrier of distance, to open up the ways of trade and to
provide a wider market for the farmers' products by speedy
;haulage to the ports of Lagos and Port Harcourt.
,After 37 years growth, there is yet greater progress to come.
:Each year rail transport service becomes more efficient without
.sacrificing safety and regularity.
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EDITORIAL

I

N this number of Nigeria we print an article on "The Planting and
Care of Trees," by the Chief Conservator of Forests, and we hope
many of our readers will be encouraged to take up the work of tree
planting and tree tending.
In days past some of the old-time Administrative Officers of the
Eastern Provinces were great tree planters and the present-day wayfarer
can enjoy the cool shade of trees that border many miles of highway,
particularly in Owerri Province.
During a recent motor journey from Lagos to Calabar we found it
sad to observe that only one stretch of road, and that for not more than
half a mile, showed any indication of present-day attempts at tree planting.
Even our No. 1 road from Lagos to Ibadan is almost completely devoid
of shade, yet it passes through an area where trees grow easily and rapidly.
In some of our towns trees are planted without consideration for their
future development and sooner or later along come unskilled labourers to
hack them about. Some men will cut off the leading shoots because they
may grow up and touch electric wires. This pruning promotes sideways
growth, so more men arrive and slash the side branches to prevent interference .with passing traffic. Such butchery results in festering wounds
an~ rotting stumps, breeding places for mosquitoes, so in the end a third
batch of labourers arrive to cut the whole tree down in the interest of
public health.
A little more thought for the future, co-operation and knowledge of
tree surgery would avoid all these difficulties.
Tree planters in Europe seldom have the satisfaction of seeing a small
seedling grow into a great tree. In the tropics we do not have to wait a
generation for results-growth is so rapid that in many cases a tree will
grow from seed to a height of 30-40 ft. in less than five years.
We hope many of our readers will adopt the suggestion made by the
Chief Conservator of Forests at the end of his article and help to organise
Arbor Days.

*

*

*

*

*

May we remind our readers that this magazine is a co-operative effort
and that all our contributors who write, draw, or photograph for it give
their services free. The magazine is sold at a price that only just covers
the cost of printing and freight. No. 11 was even sold below this cost price.
Printing charges have increased since last year and we are finding it difficult
to continue publication at the low price of 6d. a copy.
We are reluctant to increase the price or cut down the number of
pages and will not do so until every effort has been made to avoid such a
change.
Our readers can help by making the magazine known to their friends
and so bringing in new purchasers.
Our circulation is now close on 8,000 copies per issue.
If every reader will get just one more subscriber or regular purchaser
from the Post Offices, Bookshops, Stores, or the Crown Agents it will be
of great assistance and we can go on from strength to strength and continue
to print illustrated articles that will help in building up a healthier, more
prosperous and fuller life for our people in the towns and villages.
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A ju-ju, made of red clay, at the entrance to a house at Ugo, Benin Province.

~e are most grateful to Mrs. W. T . Mackell and Mr. K. B. Forge
:-rho gl:ve up many hours of their leisure time in helping with the constantly
111creas111.g correspondence associated with the magazine and in correcting
manuscnpts.

~any technical problems connected with printing have called for
solutIon. The Government Printer, Mr. R. English, and his staff have
bee~ unfailing in giving advice from their expert knowledge of the
subject.
Ou~ readers. wil~ be interested to know that this magazine will be
on sale 111 the NIger~an ~overnment Pavilion at the Empire Exhibition,
Glasgow, and that NIgenan Arts and Crafts will be well represented.
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THE PLANTING AND CARE OF TREES
By

T

J.

R.

AINSLIE,

Chief Conservator of Forests.

RAVELLING in Nigeria, one often sees great stretches of arid
laterite or sandy road shimmering and blazing in the tropic sunand only too often one longs for shade.
There are in Nigeria roads where shade exists, but there are
many, many more where there is none. True, this is less marked in the
South than in the North, but it is much too common throughout the whole
country. This should not be so. Nigeria is naturally a forest country
and there is no part where trees will not ·grow if the .proper species are
selected and properly planted, if they are looked after, and if they are
protected for a few years until they are large enough to fend for thc:mselves.,
It should be the duty of every authority in the country to carry out
some scheme of effective roadside planting, and it is the duty of everyone
to assist and help in this. The value of shade trees in the tropics cannot
be over-estimated; they are a boon to man and beast. They temper the
heat, the winds and the rain, they conserve the moisture and .they enhance
the beauty of the country. In many malarial regions trees have been
used for their hygienic effects; . indeed, the Eucalyptus and Melaleucas
that are growing in Lagos to-day were originally planted for hygienic
purposes.
Some people object to roadside planting. For example, engineers
sometimes do ·'so. They say the trees damage roads, telegraph wires and
so on. Some say they keep off cooling winds and others used to believe
that they even bred mosquitoes. Trees suitably planted and properly
cared for do 'none of those things. Indeed, with as much truth one might
argue that keeping poultry breeds yellow fever.
Bearing the above in mind, let us now consider what are the requirements of a suitable shade tree : It muff be suitable to the locality.
It should be evergreen or nearly so.
It should have a spreading form (unless required for confined sites) and be of
shapely appearance.
It muff be planted carefully, proteC!ed againff enemies and properly pruned.
It muff not be planted where it wiU damage roads, wires, buildings, and so on.
SmaUjoliaged, clean-grown trees are preferable to those with large foliage
and irregular growth.
Trees with bright flowers add to the beauty of the country; while those with
edible fruits have that additional use; fruit, however, often attraC!s flies and other
inseC!s.
The trees that fulfil most of the above conditions belong to the family
called Leguminosae, or bean family. They generally are wide spreading,
with fine foliage and often with bright flowers; many are evergreen and of
fine, clean growth. Many possess the further advantages that they are
not difficult to grow and often the leaves close up at night, thus giving a
freer passage of air.
There are several methods of establishing tree growth; some are
better than others, but if properly done all can be successful. The methods
most commonly used are : Ca) from seedlings grown in nurseries and afterwards planted out.
(b) by cuttings.
Cc) by coppice.
(d) by layers generally in situ.
6
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modern forms.
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(a) Nurseries :-Most people know more or less what a nursery
looks like, and most people think they can make one. There are, however,
a number of simple fundamental rules to be attended to, otherwise the
nursery will almost certainly fail and will in any case produce poor results.
A well-tended nursery produces strong seedlings and strong seedlings
produce healthy trees.
First of all choose the site of your nursery as near as possible to the
centre of the area to be planted. It must, however, be near some sort of
water supply. Dig the soil up to a depth of 18 inches, work it wel~ an?
loosen it; remove all roots, stumps, stones, etc. See that the SIte IS
protected to some extent from storms.
Obtain your seed when it is ripe from well-grown mother trees . Sow
it nine months to a year before you wish to plant out. Shade the beds
with palm fronds during the day. The seed should be sown approximately
its own depth in the soil; if it is a very fine seed, mix it with sand before
sowing. Some tree seeds require special treatment (e.g. soaking in hot
water). Enquire about this from the nearest Agriculture or Forestry Officer.
In the dry season, water the b~ds evening ~nd morning. It i~ p.referable to sow the seeds in rows or dnlls about 8 mches apart, but thIs IS not
necessary; they can also be sown broadcast. When the young seedlings
are about 4 to 5 inches high, they are sometimes planted out or " pricked
out" in lines in an adjoining bed, but again this is not essential. When
plants are in drills, or lines, however, one can more easily weed and hoe
between them and thus aerate the soil, preventing" caking" and generally
helping the growth.
The best time to plant out is during the early rains; the seed, therefore,
should have been sown in the nursery so that the seedlings should be of
plantable size about the time the early rains are due. There should also
be enough seed sown in the nursery to give you some 20 per cent. to 25 per
cent. more plants than you think you will actually want. A ~onth before
the early rains, holes 18 inches deep and 6 inches to a foot wld~ should be
dug on the planting sites. These latter should be selected wlth care so
that : (a) The trees when grown-up will not foul telegraph wires, buildings,
etc.
(b) The holes should be well behind the side-drains of the road;
i.c. about 35 feet from the centre of the road.
(c) They should be 30 to 35 feet apart if for small-growing trees and
50 feet apart if for large-growing trees.
There are three common methods of planting out employed:-(l) Seedling planting;
(2) Basket planting; and (3) Stump planting;
(1) Seedling planting:-The trees
must be lifted with great care so that the
roots receive as little damage as possible.
Place the plants into the prepared holes,
spreading the roots out and taking the
greatest care that the main root is not curved
or bent. Fill the holes with well broken-up
soil and press it firmly in. If you wish to
----tJ' __ ~':L'_~
exercise very great care and you have not
~-~ . . /: \ --r-T""
: 1- - - - got an assistant, a "plant holder" (Fig. I)
,
.
"
Fig. I
I
should be used. This leaves both hands
,/
free to manipulate the plant and its roots .
This is the method usually employed in temperate climates. It is not,
however, entirely suitable in Nigeria, chiefly because in the tropics trees
8

grow so quickly that very large holes would have to be made, or if the
plants were younger and smaller they would not stand the shock of being
planted out.
(2) Basket Planting is by means of what are called supplY baskets.
When the plants are pricked out in the
nursery they are put into small baskets
filled with prepared soil. They remain in
these in the nursery for a few months and
ar~ eventually planted out, basket and all
(FIg. II) . In baskets they can be planted
out much earlier than otherwise.
This method has the great advantage
that no root disturbance is caused. Here
again, care must be taken that the earth
is well packed round and below the basket
and that no gap is left anywhere, particularl; A
Fig. 11
below.
Instead of baskets, sections of true
bamboos may be used, or earthenware tubes. The latter can be removed
whe~ pla~ting and so can be used over and over again. This method of
planung IS very s~ccessful, but as it is very expensive it is generally
em?loye~ for specIal purpose.s, or on special sites, or in the case of species
whIch WIll n?t stand the thud method of planting described below. If
bamboo sectIons are used, holes must be bored in the solid portions
(septa) so as to let the roots of the plant grow through them into the soil
below.
(3) St~mp planting:-This is the most practical method of planting
.
m the tropICS. Practically all the rubber, tea and coffee estates of the
world are planted by thi~ me~ns, . but, curiously enough, this method was
not ge~erally practIsed m NIgena until 1924 or 1925. The plants are
grown m a nursery for about nine months to a year. They are then dug
~p and the roots and s~em a.re cut back. As a general rule-of-thumb, the
SIze of the plant used m thIS method should be as thick as your middle
finger.
. The tap root should be cut back to about 18 inches or at any rate about
1. mch s~orter than the depth of the planting-hole, and the side roots
lightly tnmmed so that they wil! not be bent back in the planting. The
stem should be cut back to.4 mc~es, or one hand's breadth in height.
Larger plants may be used, In whIch case the cutting-back or stumping
must not be so severe. I myself have used young poles 15 feet high and
cut them back to 5 feet.
A good rule for larger plants is one quarter the length of the stem.
No pl~nt should be stu~ped to less than 4 inches, however. Nearly all
legummous tr~es-and, m~eed, most trees-respond excellently to this
treatment, whIch at first ~Ight, one mus~ admit, appears almost savage.
There ~re, however, .certaln unusual specIes-e.g. Casuarina and Conifers,
the mam stem of whIch must not be stumped' instead the side branches
"
can be heavily pruned.
Stu~p planting has several very great advantages. It does not require
a very hIgh st~nd~rd of skill; it is the cheapest of all methods to carry out,
and above all It gIves remarkably successful results.
\Y/hatever method of planting is employed, the following principles
should be observed : The trees, after removal from the nursery, should be planted oUt as
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On the other hand, if
the stump is cut on a slope,
or is domed} as in Fig. IV, the water drains off. Now, if a shade tree
is required to be produced from coppice shoots of an old stump, all
the shoots but one must be cut away and kept cut away. The one
to remain is preferably the largest. If the coppicing has been done
close to the ground-level the shoot will gradually form roots of
its own and, as the old stump dies away, will become a free-growing
plant.
Some trees, however, will not coppice well at ground-level and the
shoot has to be chosen from one a foot or so up the old stump. In such
cases lcryering is best used; that is, the shoot is bent over and the middle
of the stem pegged down a few inches below the ground, vide the attached
diagram, Fig. V. After a few months the stem may be separated from
the stump by a sharp spade-cut. By then it will have formed separate
roots and thenceforth will have become a free-growing tree.

When the layering is being done it is beneficial partly to cut the stem
through at point" A." The stem can be straightened up by being tied to
a stake and held uptight for a year or two. After layering, and when the
tree has been
" free - growing"
for some time, it
is quite an easy
operation to
transfer it to some
other site by
stumping it
as if it were a
plant grown in a
nursery.
This is often
very important,
'
as one can, if
I ,
\
'
necessarv, have
'' I/
severa"llayers
Fig. V
from one old root
stump. Trees to
be so treated need not have a stake tied to them, as when they are later
stump-planted they can be placed upright in the ground.
Subsequent Treatment after planting out :-For about two yards
round each young tree, weeds should be cleared away and the ground
should be lightly hoed once a month. This allows water to sink in during
the rains, aerates the soil, prevents evaporation during the dry season, and
acts as a protection against fire. This should be continued for about
three years after the planting.
In dry parts of the country it is sometimes necessary to water the
young trees during their first dry season. This is best done by inserting
a one-inch pipe into the ground to a point about 6 inches below where the
roots reach, and then by pouring the water down the pipe. A removable
stopper should be placed in the top of the pipe to prevent evaporation.
Where it is necessary, plants must be protected from grazing animals.
This is specially necessary in the North, and should be done by fences.
The local Native authority should also make it a punishable offence to
allow animals to graze such trees, the owner of the animals being held
liable. It is also the duty of all members of the public to report anyone
causing damage to shade trees.
Pruning :-In later life, shade trees do not require clearing round
and fencing, but they require attention in other ways. Of these, pruning
is the most important. A tree may require pruning if damage has been
done to it; if the branches overhang a road, a wall or a garden at too low
a height; if the branches happen to foul electric or telephone wires, etc. ;
then again, a tree may require pruning to improve its shape, and so on.
Now, pruning is not just hacking off a branch anywhere and anyhow,
as one often sees done in this country. Such treatment is merely mutilation
and leads to bad trouble. A branch just" hacked off" will decay and form
a hole in the stem. This hole fills with water, mosquitoes breed in it and
it may result in an outbreak of malaria; the decay may spread to other
parts of the tree; the stem and branches may become rotten, and may fall
down in a tornado and do immense damage.
A few years ago in Owerri Province an lroko tree, having at one time
been badly pruned, fell down, killing two people in a market-place.
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soon as possible. They should be shaded from the sun, and where
possible carried in a box. When planting with seedlings or stumped
plants, the roots should be covered with wet grass or moss or they should
be immersed in liquid mud. When the plants have to be sent to a
distance the roots before-hand should be dipped in a mixture composed
of mud and water with a little cow dung added. The planting-holes
should be well watered before planting and the soil added should also
be moistened.
In transplanting, whether by seedlings, baskets or stumps, care must
be taken that the level of the tree in the ground is the same after planting
out as it was when the t ree was in the nursery bed.

/11/

In regard to the other methods of
establishing trees, cuttings are generally
used to form hedges, and though occasionally used for certain small-growing trees
this method is not one generally advised
for roadside planting. The chief reason
for this is that cuttings do not grow into
such fine trees as those grown from seed;
they are also much more liable to fail.

Coppicing and lcryering are used in cases
where an old shade tree is damaged by
fire or storm and has to be cut down; or
where seed is not available and the regeneration has to be effected from
the stump of the old tree. Certain correct methods are required in dealing
with the old stump; thus it
muff be cut on a slope and not
level.
The accompanying diagrams (Figures III and IV)
show what is meant by this .
Figure III is bad coppicing,
as the stump has been cut flat
and the bark of the tree has
grown all round, forming a
cup liable to hold water,
which will rot the tree and in
which mosquitoes will breed.
Fig. III

\

Instead of this being used as an object lesson to inculcate proper pruning
methods, it was made an excuse by a certain local authority to fell all the
trees in the market-place. The market-place-onceone of the most
pleasant, cool, and beautiful in Southern Nigeria-became a stretch of
blazing, wind-swept sand in the dry season and a swamp of liquid mud
and filth during the rains . The trees were not to blame for the death of
the two people, but the people who had pruned them badly were certainly
indirectly so.
Pruning should be done as follows :-Small branches-i.e. branches of less
than one inch in diameter-can be hacked off with a sharp matchet or axe
at the point where th~)' enter the trunk, flush with the surface of the trunk. Within
24 hours of the pruning the wound should be painted over with solignum,
creosote, tar or paint of some sort.

(Upper picture)

Allamanda
violacea
This shrub has purple,
funnel-shaped flowers and
leaves with a rough surface.
It is easily grown from
cuttings. After a year or
two a bush of this shrub
tends to become bare and
leafless at the base. It
should then be cut back to
within about two feet of the
ground. The flowers are
useful for vase decoration
and provide a very uncommon colour.

Large branches should be sawn off flush with the surface of the trunk
and should also be painted over with solignum or some other impervious
or disinfectant fluid. Incidentally a very good substitute for tar, etc., is
the old used oil that is run off from motor cars. Any motor car repairing
shop will be glad to let anyone take away as much of this as they can carry.
A sketch is attached (Fig. VI) showing part of the stem of a tree with a
well-pruned branch and an ill-pruned branch. The
latter will decay, forming a hole where mosquitoes
will breed and finally will spread disease to the
whole tree and probably to other trees near at
hand. It is due to these mosquito-breeding holes
that the belief has arisen that trees breed mosquitoes;
A it is not the trees that cause the mosquitoes to
breed; it is the man causing the holes who does
the harm.
Then again, it is to be noted that fire may
have the same effect in forming holes as bad
pruning has. So that in almost every case where
trees breed mosquitoes it is not the fault of the trees
but the fault of the man who has damaged them.
As far as possible the pruning of very large
branches should be avoided. If a tree has been
properly looked after in its youth such heavy
Fig. VI
pruning is generally unnecessary; sometimes,
however, occasions arise when this has to be done. When this occurs it
often happens that a heavy branch will fall before it is properly cut through
and, on the under side of the cut, a large piece of bark may be torn away
from the stem. If this does happen the tear should be trimmed and painted
over at the same time as the rest of the wound. This tearing of the bark
can, however, be entirely avoided. Before a big
branch is pruned off, a small saw-cut, or undercut, should be made on the bottom of the branch
about t inch below the point where the pruning
cut will come. If any tearing occurs, it will stop
at the under-cut and not extend for more than
t inch. This under-cut need only be a fraction
deeper than the bark, and after pruning, it should
be smoothed off with the main cut and painted
over. Fig. VII illustrates this.
The following list gives a few of the common
shade trees used in Nigeria.
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(Lower picture)

Mussaenda
elegans
This shrub grows wild in the
bush of Southern Nigeria.
The flowers measure about
It in. across. They are at
first orange in colour but later
change to a brilliant red. . This
shrub is worth cultivating in a
garden. It can be easily
transplanted from the bush.

Fig. VII
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(a) LARGER TREES
The Rain Tree (Samanea saman) is the finest shade tree in the tropics .
It is wide-spreading, fast-growing and is vety easy to establish by stumped
plants. It has fairly small leaves which close up at night; it casts a good
shade and is almost evergreen. It prunes easily and the wo';!nds occlude
(i.e. heal up) quickly. It is a soft wood and makes excellent packtng-casesmany Army ammunition-boxes are made from it. The pods are small
and are a good cattle food.
The tree was introduced into Nigeria from South America. There
are magnificent specimens of it to be seen in Lagos, Benin, Ibadan, Onitsha,
Calabar, Zaria and as far North as Kano, proving that it will stand most
climates in Nigeria.
It grows perhaps too coarsely and rapidly in the very wet zone and
so is probably at its best in the mid-country regions. Speaking generally,
if I were asked for a suitable shade tree to plant, this is the tree I should
choose, except in the extreme North. North of Kaduna or Minna this
tree requires watering for a season.
Indian Almond (Terminalia catappa) I put as the second best sha~e
tree in the tropics. This tree is an introduction into Nigeria from IndIa.
I t has wide-spreading horizontal branches and will grow throughout the
South and as far North as.Kaduna. The Indian almond is easy to establish
by stumps, and the kernel of the fruit is edible.
,
Brachystegia spp. (Benin=Okwen. Yoruba = Ako :-lodu). A fastgrowing, wide-spreading tree rather like the rain tree in appearance. A fine
shade tree and a native of Nigeria, it grows in the South and at lea.s t as f~r
North as Kaduna on moist soil ; it must, however, have good tlch sOlI.
Can be grown from stumps. It is one of the largest trees in Nigeria, and
is a very common shade , tree in many of the bush villages of the South
and Mid-country.
Mango (Magnifera indica). The common Mango can be grown from
stumped plants. Gives an excellent shade, but unless the fruits can be
got rid of they tend to encourage flies. Very common anywhere. In
Kaduna the fruits are regularly colleCted. Introduced from the EastIndia, Ceylon, etc.
Flamboyant. or Gold Mohur (Poinciana regia), also called "Flame
of the Forest." For part of the year this is a fine shade tree and produces
a magnificent display of flowers . It sheds its leaves during the ~ry . season
and then, with its long black pods, is not a thing of beauty. It IS llableespecially on bad soil-after 15 years to for~ cups in ~he branc~. axilla,
etc., which must be filled in to prevent mosqUItoes breedtng. IncIdentally,
this tree and certain figs are the only species which naturally form these cups .
This tree is very easily established by stu mps, or may be grown from
seed direct. It is a native of Madagascar and will grow anywhere from
Kano southwards.

It drops its leaves during the rains; for this reason it is an excellent
farmland and hedgerow species. Can be grown from stumps.
Albizzia lebbek is a fine shade tree in the far North and again in Lagos.
It does very badly anywhere between Lagos and about Zaria; the salinity
of the Lagos soil has apparently the same physiological effect as the dry
soil of Kano. It is an introduction from India and can easily be grown
from stumps.
Dalbergia latifolia and D. sissoo: the former grows badly in the South
but excellently in Zaria and Northwards. They can be grown from
stumps; both are introductions from India. The sissoo does not like
clay soil.
The African locust bean tree (Parkia ftlicoidea) (Hausa=Dorowa)
is a common shade tree of the North. It is very slow growing but reaches
a huge size. It can be established from stumps and is largely grown on
farmlands .
The Figs (Ficus thonnigii, F. vogelii, F. polita, and others) are common
shade trees and can be best established from large cuttings about 5 feet
long. F. vogelii is most common in the South and the other two in the
North. They make good shade trees, but are of very rough growth and
tend to form cups wherein mosquitoes may breed. They are excellent
for roadside planting away from towns as they require practically no looking
after.
The Oil Bean (Pentaclethra macrophylla) (Benin = Okpagha; Yoruba =
Apara ; Owerri=Oba) is a large, wide-spreading tree resembling the rain
tree in general appearance ; it is excellent for shade purposes in the wet
zones and largely used for this purpose in Benin and in the South of the
Eastern Provinces. The beans are a source of oil, but the hard pods, like
curved-up knives, are liable to damage 'tyres. It is easy to grow.
The She Oak or Casuarina (Casuarina equsetifolia). This tree is ,not
often used as a shade tree, but it is very useful as an ornamental tree and,
owing to its tall, pyramidal habit of growth, is of great use in confined
spaces. It casts a very heavy shade and is particularly useful on sandy
soil and near the sea. It does not b,e ar leaves except as small scales and its
so-called needles are modified twigs .
Owing to its resemblance to the Cypress tree some people consider
the Casuarina somewhat funereal and depressing in appearance. It cannot
be grown from stumps in the ordinary way, but is better established as
basket plants. If this is not possible then the" stumping" should be done
by clipping the side branches, not the main stem. It grows best near the
sea and in the mid-country regions in Nigeria. It was introduced from the
East Indies. When kept pruned it makes an excellent hedge.
Albizziafaffigiata, A. brownei (Yoruba=Ayinre-bona-bona; .Ayinreta.
Benin= Uwowe-nobafun, Uwowe-nolemare). These two trees are very
much alike; the former has, however, a finer leaf. They are large and
wide-spreading and throw an excellent shade, but are deciduous for a short
time during the dry season. They grow excellently from stump plants,
coppice shoots, layers etc. Their habitat in Nigeria is all over the South
and North as far as about Kaduna.

The Gao Tree (Faidherbia albida); (Yoruba=Ege : Hausa=Gao).
This is one of the finest trees of the North and will grow to a large size in
dry regions where everything else is little more than a shr~b. A native
of Northern Nigeria and the Western Sudan generally, It has all the
advantages of a fine shade tree. It is, however, confined to the North of
the country and does not naturally come further South than ~aria. It is
deciduous, but has this great advantage over all other declduo,;!s trees
that it is in full foliage during the dry season when the shade IS most
required.

In certain localities smaller trees are desirable and these are often
chosen for their display of flowers .
The so-called "African Laburnum" (Cassia sieberiana) (Yoruba=
Aridan toro, Hausa=Gama-fada) casts a moderate shade but gives a
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(b) SMALLER TREES

marvellous display of pendulous yellow flowers in large bunches (inflorescences) strongly resembling the Indian Laburnum (Cassia jiEula). It is a
native of Nigeria, somewhat slow in growth, but easy to establish by
stumps and can generally look after itself; being slow of growth and
not of large size it is very useful in confined spaces, gardens, etc., and can
be planted much nearer to the roadside than larger trees . It will grow
almost throughout the intermediate and dry regions of Nigeria but reaches
only a small size in the far North.
Cassia nodosa is an introduction not greatly dissimilar to sieberiana in
habit of growth, but it attains a larger size and has pink-red flowers . It is
seldom grown further North than Kaduna, but will do so on moist soil or
if watered during the dry season.
Queen Flower (Lagerstrcemia flos regime) is a small-growing tree
suitable for moist localities, stream banks, etc. It has a magnificent display
of flowers at the end of the dry season. Specimens can be seen in gardens
in most localities; it requires watering in its younger stages in the dry
regions.
Margosa (Azadirachta indica). Although six trees of this species
grew well in the C.M.S. College compound at Awka for many years, it was
not until about eight years ago that the species became at all common in
Nigeria. It is particularly suitable for the dry and intermediate regions
and prefers a hard and gravelly soil; it will often grow where little else will.
It gives a good shade, and although very shapely is not a large tree;
it is easily established by stumps, butin its young stages requires protection
from animals . Antelope, goats and cattle particularly like rubbing against
and chewing its young bark which is resinous and scented. Introduced
from Ceylon and India.
Tamarind (Tamarindus indica) (Yoruba=Adjagbon, Hausa=Tsamiya)
is an excellent shade tree for the dry region; common in the North but
very slow growing. Possibly the best way to establish it is by means of
large stumps or saplings grown in kerosene tins (when the latter method is
used, holes must be bored in the bottoms of the tins). This tree is very
probably not a native of Nigeria, but was introduced many years ago-possibly by pilgrims returning from the East. The fruit is a useful
medicine. The tree grows much better in the dry region than in the South.
Marike or Ayin (A nogeisslls schimperi) is a beautifully~shaped tree
with feathery, "weeping" foliage. If given a proper start it will grow
almost anywhere in Nigeria except in the wettest regions. It grows to a
moderately large size and can be easily established by stumps ; it should
be noted that although this tree produces quantities of seed, only a comparatively small percentage is fertile.
Bead Tree (Adenanthera pavonina), a moderate-sized tree, grows from
Ebute Metta to Kaduna; it has a lovely scarlet, bead-like fruit, a bright
pink flower, and throws a wide shade. This is an introduction from
India and is much too little known in this country.
The above list of possible shade trees cannot be considered by any
means complete. There are numerous others, both native and foreign,
far too numerous to mention here. I see, however, that I have omitted
the Mecca thorn or Mecca Acacia originally introduced by pilgrims
returning from Mecca, the Parkinsonia aculeata (or Gabaruwa-Mekka of the
Hausas). This is a small, wide-spreading, shrub-like tree with very finelycut foliage ; it does not cast a great shade, but is a very pretty tree and will
grow often in the driest regions where scarcely any other tree can exist.
It is an excellent garden tree for the far North and is best established by means
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The Headquarters of the Nigerian Medical and Health Services, Lagos. The construction of this fine building is a credit to the skill of African craftsmen.

The house of a well-to-do African merchant at Abeokuta. This style of architecture
is much in evidence in Lagos, Abeokuta, and Ibadan. It may have been introduced
many years ago by Africans who returned to their mother country from Brazil.
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of stumps or basket plants. Another small tree which in the South may
be considered the equivalent of the Mecca thorn is the so-called "Cassia
flower" or Oppoponax (Acacia farnesiana), a beautiful shrub-like tree with
fine, feathery leaves and with small, highly-scented yellow mimosa-like
flowers. It is found in Lagos, Yaba, Sapoba, Kaduna. This species is
an introduction to Nigeria from Southern Europe.
I have suggested above that the planting, protection and care of
shade trees might be the business of the local authorities . As the local
authorities, however, have many other things to do, and as they are-or
ought to be- a reflection of public opinion, it is possible that so long as
public opinion is apathetic in the matter little will be done.
Now, I am going to be quite candid, so I trust readers of this article
will not take it amiss when I say that the ordinary man in the street in
Nigeria, the general public, is very apathetic on this point-so apathetic
that they will see valuable shade trees destroyed by fire, by bad pruning,
by animals, without caring one iota. I do not mean this statement to be
in any way derogatory. It is a psychological fact and it is not confined
to Nigeria; the Anglo-Saxon race for many years-indeed, until very
recently-has been noted for its forest destructive activities.
It is a fact that to-day in Nigeria you will see trees thoughtlessly
massacred without any consideration for the future. Through generations
of this practice, trees have been looked upon almost as spontaneous
growths, almost made for destruction. It is a difficult process to eradicate
this feeling, which has become perhaps an instinct among the older generation of people.
Among the younger generation, however, is it not possible to inculcate
a love of trees that in posterity will become a similar but counteracting
" instinct" and so reverse the hereditary tendency? The younger
generation is the public opinion of the future . Cannot they be taught to
appreciate the benefits of trees and woodlands?
Would it not be possible, for example, for each school to have a
tree-nursery and annually, at the beginning of the rains, to have an " Arbor
Day" when the pupils plant shade trees in market-places, on roadsides,
and even established school plantations? This is done successfully in
many other countries. Can it not be done here?
Let Arbor Day be publicly recognised, and let each child plant his
or her own tree and be responsible for tending it. This in itself will create
an interest in trees; the tree and the child will grow up together, the
latter as the child's child, so to speak.
In addition to such action by the schools, could not also something
be done by some of the improvement organisations which exist in Nigeria?
There are the Scouts, the Guides, the various religious, tribal, social and
other guilds that exist. Will they not aid in this great work?
For, as the prophet saith, " The tree of the field is man's life."
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THE COLLEGE, KADUNA.

The main building facing. the entrance drive. It contains a library, admirzistrative
off!.ce and. rooms for t'!torlal classes. The new College, to be opened early this year,
r;nll P.rov1de students In Northern Nigeria with facilities for post-secondary education
In sCIence and arts.
Extensive laboratories, hostel accommodation, and a special
village for married students have been constructed.

--------0--------THE HAUSAS IN HAUSA COUNTRY
By C.

GRAHAM,

Superintendent of Education.
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most people living outside the Northern Provinces of Nigeria a
Hausa is a trader or pedlar who hawks about the towns and
villages the cottons and leather work of the north. This reputation
is extremely widespread, as widespread probably as the people
themselves who are to be found scattered not only over the whole of Nigeria,
but over most of the northern half of Africa, extending as far east as Arabia
and northwards to Jerusalem.
While this reputation may be true of the Hausa away from home, it
mu.st ?ot be supposed that every Hausa is just a trader. By far the greatest
m~Jor~ty ar~ farmers ~o whom the cultivation of crops and coming of the
rams IS a vItal necessity. The rainy season in the very north is of short
duration an~ it is only just long enough for the maturing of the grain.
The l~te ar~Ival of the rains, long periods between rain, or their early
cessation brIngs the fear of partial failure of the crops or even famine .
Up t? th~ day of harvest, a Hausa is never sure that he will reap all that he
sees, In hIS fields and he carefully guards in, his store the remains of last
year s crops.
The price of corn in a Hausa market gives some idea of the people's
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fear of being short of food. The corn crop is usually th~ last ~hing to ?e
sold if for any reason it is necessary to raise money. Its price. nses steadIly
throughout the year, reaching its highest figure during the rams, when the
prospects of next year's crop are still uncertain. Even when the new corn
comes on the market, the price continues to be comparatively high. Abo.ut
November, when tax is usually collected, the price drops and reaches Its
lowest point. This lasts for a short time only, and as soon as the tax has
been collected less corn comes on the market and the price rises again.
The very important part played by trading in the Hausas' yearly cyc~e
is closely connected with these farming conditions. Trade to a Hausa IS
not so much a means of getting rich quick (a man rarely returns from an
expedition with much saved), as the necessity of supporting himself during
the dry season and so conserving the food crops carefully stored at home.
Dry season trading may take a ~a~ as far as the Gold Co~st or no further
than the confines of his own dIstnct. The extent of the Journey depends
on the capital a man possesses. Sometimes one man will act as the trader
for the whole village, and, collecting the sheep and goats, horses a~d catt!e
that his friends wish to sell, he will set off for Ilorin where the pnce paId
for these animals is high.
The young men, who work on their fathers' farn:s and have. no crops
of their own, go off and find work as labourers, carners, and .mIddlemen,
buying skins, groundnuts, and other export crops and carrymg them to
the railway.
Whatever particular form this trading may take it lasts for the duration
of the dry season only, and about March or April the road~ are dotted
with Hausas resting beneath the shade of thorn trees or travelling-usually
at night, for it is the hot season-with little caravans of donkeys. All are
returning to their homes for the rains. I~ you .ask them where they come
from you will find that some are from BIda wIth glass. beads and bang~es
and the much-prized straw hats, others are from Bauchl or the Benue WIth
galena for the eyes, some have been to Bornu collecting; potash for the
cows and others are from Kano selling groundnuts, skms, and cotton.
But
the question, " And for where are you bound? " ~here is on~r one
answer. '~Home," they reply, "for the planting season IS at hand.

day, but they too are on their farms in the morning and evening. Their
chief concern, like the others, is their corn crop, and they take payment
for their smithing as often in corn at harvest as in money.

*

*

*

*

*

No sketch of Hausa life would be complete unless it took into account
the very important part played by the women in the social and economic
life of the people. All but 10 per cent. of the Hausas are Moslem and investigators have felt that native custom would be offended if any official
or public notice was taken of the existence of women. The wife of a Hausa
farmer, however, is only a little more secluded from public functions
than the women of the non-Moslem parts of Nigeria (we must exclude
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A Koran schooZ.at Iseyn, Oyo Province. The children learn the Koran by heart, but
are not required to understand the words until a later age. In Northern Nigeria an
attempt has been made to teach some of the Koran school mallams the beginnings of
ordinary elementary school subjects in the hope that they may be able to pass on such
instruction to their pupils.

During the rainy season everyone is busy on the farms . The crops
have to be hoed three times, manured, the gaps between the rows filled by
transplanting and the whole farm hedged to ~eep out goats and cattle.
Locusts and birds must be watched for and dnven off when they come.
Arrangements, too, must be made to hi.re land for special crops if the lan.d
a man owns is unsuitable. Every mormng and evemng the men leave t~e1r
homes and with hoes over their shoulders and with gourds of water hangmg
on strings walk out to their farms to work. There is little trade at this time
and all the markets are poorly attended. Only those who have bought up
corn at harvest time are seen on the roads with their donkeys and oxen
going from ·market to market selling their supplies (at considerable profit)
to those who have misjudged their year's nee;Is. E~en th~ craftsmen lea~e
their tools and tend their crops. The potter s clay IS buned deep down l.n
the ponds now filled with water and even if it could be dug up the fuel IS
damp and the pots cannot be baked. No wor;na.n will buy a. pot that is
baked in the rainy season, for she knows that It IS a poor artIcle. Those
who are compelled to purc?ase carefully flic~ t?e"pots with thei;, fingers
to test the baking and to deCIde whether or no It IS gasar damana.
The only craftsmen who are busy are the blacksmiths. The. manufacture and repair of farming implements keeps them at work dunng the

here the wives of the very small minority of mallams arid aristocracy) and
the part she plays in the every-day life of the place is of supreme importance.
First of all she performs the duties of a woman the world over-':be she
white or dark-she tends the young children and is responsible for the
feeding of the household. There is no need to enlarge on this aspect of
her work; it is the other side of her life that we will consider here.
It will be realised that in a country where for nearly half the year a
large percentage of the adult male population may be away from home,
some steadying influence is needed to keep the fabric of society together.
To some extent this is provided by the old men of the village, but equally
the women, always the most conservative element in a group of people,
play their part in maintaining the old sanctions and customs. The mere
fact that the women are always at home makes them much more knowledgeable about the affairs of the district than the male members of the house.
It is for this reason that the woman is the match-maker of the home.
It is to their mothers that the young men come when they wish to seek a
bride. It is the mother who arranges the deal with the girl's parents and
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it is with her that the girl stays for instruction in her wifely duties during
the last two days before the wedding. It is the mother of the bridegroom,
too, who as often as not, in order to see her son well married, collects the
capital and pays the drummers and dancers on the day.
On the economic side of life the women are no less important. Though
not entirely independent of the support of their husbands they have considerable economic liberty. Provided a wife has performed her household
duties, she is at liberty to go and come as she pleases, to farm and visit the
market. In this way she gradually saves a little money which she puts under
the floor of her hut or with it purchases livestock. The purchase of cows,
sheep, goats, hens, and ducks is a favourite way of storing capital as the
natural increase of the stock produces a good dividend. A single goat
will produce four kids in one year, and these together will have a saleable
value in the same year of as much as six shillings. It is not, I believe,
generally realised that 70 per cent. (probably a conservative figure) of the
livestock in a Hausa compound belong to the women.
Of these animals, the goat is the most numerous and so generally is
it found in Hausa country that it has an important place in the economic
structure (I am not thinking here of the export value of the skin). The
goat is to a Hausa woman what shares are to an Englishman. As soon as
a woman has enough saved she does not spend it on clothes like the man,
but invests in a goat, collecting as many sometimes as thirty or forty.
The goat costs nothing to feed as it grazes on the open "pasture and is
fed on the otherwise waste bran of the house. In most compounds there
are children to tend them, but if not, a nephew is employed; or if the goats
are only a few and it is not worth feeding a small girl or boy to look after
them, then they are herded by someone else who has a large flock and a
small payment is made.
Though the goat is prized for the income it brings in, it is in its capital
value that its usefulness really lies. The Hausa man finds it extremely difficult to save money; consequently births, weddings, feast days, all times
that require the display of clothing or the purchase of sweetmeats, come
upon him and find him penniless, or at the most only half prepared. It
is at these times that he turns for ready money to his wives, who supply
it in the form of a goat or two. It is not uncommon for the women in this
way to pay the household's annual tax.
So much has been said about the goat that it is necessary to add the
other activities that bring in money to the Hausa women. The first of
these is the possession of a farm. Not always are they able to work this
themselves, and it is either hired out or a boy is employed to wprk it. The
sale of corn, cakes, peppers, and water are almost entirely women's occupations . It is usually the old women and young girls who do this, for they
are not tied to their homes by their babies. A woman who is not able to
visit the market herself will send her daughter to sell her products for her.
Often the girls go off of their own accord, and, fetching water from a well
or river, carry it to the market for sale. Women are often the owners of
economic trees, such as the locust bean and baobab.
This economic independence of the women is probably partly responsible for the large number of divorce cases that come before the Alkalis
and the equally large number of cases where a wife just leaves her husband
for another. Were the women as unintelligent and worthless as a Hausa
man would have one believe they would be much more permanently tied
to their husbands.
Little has been said of the trading activities of the Hausa during the
22"

~ry season. Unfortunately it would take years of research to make any thin
like a comp~ete survey of all the trading activities of these people. No~
~:)fily would .1~ be necessary to study in detail the internal trade of Hausaland
Itself, b.u~ V1sIts ~ould ?av~ to .be n:ade to al~ the places that a Hausa visits.
The ongIn of th1s trading InstInct 1S not eas1ly explained. It is due partly
~s . stated above, to the necessity of eking out the food supply, but als~
It 1S probably the result of the physical and climatic environment in which
the Ha~sa. li:ves. The rains. c~ase in October, the rivers dry up, farming
exc~pt In 1rrIgated gardens,1s 1mpossible, and travelling through the open
rolling country is made easy.

. Another point, depending .upon the climate, is the tset~e fly which
dUrIng the dry. season 1S less w1dely spread over the country making the
transport of ammals southwards a comparatively safe undertaking.
That these rea~ons a~e not the only explanation of the people's remarkable love of trade IS obv10us, for the same conditions apply to the Kanuri
who. ar~ by no means great traders. It seems that there is some intrinsic
qualIty In the people themselves that has scattered them so widely over the
northern half of Africa and given them their reputation as traders.

--------0--------

Baskets for sale in the market at Onitsha. They are carried on the head and used
"
for the conveyance "of cocks and hens.,
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AN INTRODUCTION TO THE CULTURE OF
ORCHIDS
By "

T

DENDROBIUM "

o

a lover of flowers there is perhaps no more interesting and
fascina.ting branch of horticulture than the growing of orchids.
To produce from an apparently dead bulb or withered cutting a
beautiful flower gives one a thrill of achievement.
Orchids have been discovered in nearly all countries and at very high
altitudes. They are not confined to the tropics, though the large-flowered
and showy ones are found in tropical forests. The orchids of cold countries
like England and North America are small-flowered and terrestrial, whereas
the orchids of the tropics are usually larger-flowered and often epiphytal.
In some plants the flowers are of queer and fantastic shapes, resembling
insects, birds, animals, etc., and many are beautifully coloured. Some
have exquisite scents, while others have no fragrance whatever.
Though the native orchids of Europe had been recognised by many
horticulturists, it was not until the importation of tropical orchids, and
comparisons made-a little over a hundred years ago-that any real
enthusiasm took possession of horticulturists.
Leading horticultural firms sent men to all parts of the world in search
of these rare plants, and many interesting, strange and thrilling stories
were brought back-tales of daring and of peril, of malarial swamps and
virgin forests, of sickness and disease. All this rather tended to enshroud
orchids in mystery and make them very expensive. Enormous sum~ C?f
money have been paid for single specimens in the past, yet to-day It IS
possible to purchase them for a few shillings.
It is possible f~r all flower-lovers in Nigeria to grow a few orchids
of their own as there are a number native of the country. Like other
garden flowers, they must be grown correctly and a few simple rules
followed.
.
I have previously mentioned that some orchid-flowers are of queer
and fantastic shapes. Unlike the animal kingdom, where the animals are
coloured and marked by nature for protection from enemies, flowers are
coloured, scented and formed for attraction, so that the species may be
perpetuated through pollination by insects flying from one flower to anot~er.
Some orchids have · to survive long periods of drought after the ramy
season, and for this purpose nature equips them with pseudo-bulbs, thick,
leathery leaves, or fleshy aerial roots where the plants can store up moisture
and food until the next rainy season. This period of inactivity is referred
to as the " resting period."
During this time water should be withheld, or in some cases given very
sparingly, otherwise an excess of moisture at the roots will rot them. Those
epiphytal orchids that have no pseudo-bulbs are supplied with long, fles~y
aerial roots by which they cling to rocks or trees. The aerial roots gam
food and nourishment from the air, moisture and particles ·of dust that
collect around them. Orchids are not parasites; they gain no nourishment
from their hosts, as some people believe.
Terrestrial or ground orchids can .be grown either in pots or tubs or
jn the ground. To grow orchids successfully, one must make a study of
their natural habitats, the rainfall, soil, temperature, dry periods, and whether
they grow in full sunlight or partial shade.
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For instance, it would be of no use trying to grow the bea ff 1
Lissochilus HorsefaUii of Africa on the Highlands of Scotland with u ~ u
speci~lly~heated glass-house. Ne.ither . co~ld ~)fle successfully ~~o:
CypnpedlUm calceolus of Europe 1n N1gena wlthout reproducing the
conditions of its habitat.
.
There is yet another class of orchid termed the semi-terrestrial kind.
These ~ave ground .r?ots through which they derive partial nourishment,
an~ aenal or adVe~t1tlOus roots by which they cling to trees or bushes and
denve most of the!! food. An example of this class is the Vanilla found in
the Bush here in Nigeria, though I have never seen it in flower.

A ground orchid with large, delicate mauve flowers growing by the
wayside near Umuahia.

For the sake of convenience it is usual to grow epiphytal orchids in
w:ooden baskets, perforated pots, on blocks of wood or in pieces of
plerced bamboo. These can be hung in the verandah plant-house or in
the garden at a suitable height.
"
. If a receptacle is used it can have as a compost, lumps of charcoal,
p1eces of crocks or stones, a few dead leaves, a little coir and, if obtainable,
some fibrous pe~t and some moss. If the plant has pseudo-bulbs it can be
supported by p1eces of stone or charcoal until it has produced enough
roots to support itself.
Should it have no pseudo-b~lbs, but just aerial roots, it is best grown
on .b~ocks of wood .. The cuttmg or plant can be temporarily held in
posltlon by copper w!!e and the lower part covered with coir mixed with
the fibrous inside of a rotten palm-tree trunk kept slightly damp.
Terrestrial orchid~ should have plenty of drainage and it is advantageous
to ha~-fj.ll the pot wlth broken crocks. Over this, place some fibrous
ma~enal to prevent the compost being washed through and clogging the
dramage.
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It is difficult to lay down any hard and fast rules regarding the compost
for terrestrial orchids because of the different soils of their habitats. A
little charcoal incorporated in the compost has the tendency to keep it
sweet. Semi-terrestrial and tall, climbing varieties need a branched stake
to cling to.

BUTTON-MAKING FROM COCONUT SHELLS
By F. P.

YALA,

Basel Mission Schools, Buea, Cameroons.

During the" resting period" some orchids look almost shrivelled up.
They are then using up the food stored in their pseudo-bulbs, thick leaves,
or fleshy roots. This applies to all epiphytal orchids, but not to all terrestrial
orchids, as quite a number are found growing in swampy or marshy land.
Orchids with pseudo-bulbs, when being potted, should only have their
roots covered, never any part of the pseudo-bulb. On the expiration of
the " resting period," the plant starts to show signs of life again.
Dendrobiums, and such like, that have pseudo-bulbs resembling pieces
of bamboo, start to swell at the joints before the young shoots appear.
Water should then be given in increasing quantities in proportion to the
growth. The plant is now preparing for its .supreme effort, to bloom and
seed, after which the amount of moisture should be gradually lessened.
Regarding the propagation of orchids, there are several methods.
All may be grown from seed, but this method is best left to the specialist.
Those with pseudo-bulbs may be propagated by division. Epiphytal
orchids with no pseudo-bulbs may be increased by cuttings, providing the
cutting has an aerial root or two. Terrestial orchids with no well-defined
pseudo-bulb may be propagated by division of the plant. Semi-terrestrial
orchids like the Vanilla, Renanthera, etc., can be grown from cuttings.
The node or joint should be placed in the soil from whence roots are
produced.
When watering orchids in bloom, care should be exercised so that no
water touches the flowers. Water on the petals and sepals causes the
flower to wither quickly.
I have known ,a single spray or spike. to remain in perfect bloom for
a couple of months and more. Also, I have had a cut spike of Lissochilus
Horsefallii fresh in a vase for three weeks by just changing the water and
cutting a small portion off the stem each day.

THE
WATERCARRIERS
Two little boys of Asaba
dislrict taking drinking
water home from a
stream. The water containers are hollowed-out
gourds.

Women selling coconuts in the market at Onitsha.

A

T the ~asel Mission School, Buea, we have developed the craft of
m~king buttons from cocor:ut shells. Four tools only are reqUlred, a saw, a borer or ,dnll, a rasp, and a smoothing file .
We start by smoothIng the rough parts of the shells with
a rasp or coarse file. Then we mark out with a pencil the shapes of the
buttons 'Ye want t? make. The shapes may be square, round, oval, triangular
or any kInd reqUIred. When the marking is done, we cut them out with
a sa:v. We then take a rasp ~gain to trim the edges, after which a smoothing
file IS used to make them stIll smoother. The making of holes is the next
operatio~, and this is done by using a small borer, and last of all comes
the rubbIng of sandpaper over
them. After this they are
polished with grease1 to make [ J o
them bright. In Basel Mission School, Buea, the boys
make buttons as a part of
their handwork. These are
sold to both white and black
ladies. One button may be
worth twopence or , more
according to its shape, size,
and quality. These are some
common shapes.

00

1 The Editor suggests that a beeswax polish would be better than
grease,
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RURAL RECONSTRUCTION

When properly dry the beans gave a cracking sound when rubbed
with the hand and also powdered very easily. They were chocolatecoloured and tasted like unsweetened chocolate when eaten. These qualities
showed that the cocoa was well dried. At this stage the beans were ready

THE PREPARATION OF FIRST-GRADE
COCOA
A SUCCESSFUL DEMONSTRATION
By M. O .

T

UWAKANEME,

Elementary Training Centre, Kake-Kumba.

HE Elementary Training Centre at Kake has undertaken a ·variety
of social work, including the improvement of the water supply,
the planting of the churchyard with flowers, and the building of
an infant-welfare centre. We have recently carried out a demonstration of the production (by fermenting and drying) of first-grade cocoa.
The Senior Agricultural Officer, Mr. H . Roebuck, was consulted by
the Superintendent of Education in charge of the E.T.C., Kake, and he
instructed some farmers to provide us with wet cocoa on a certain date for
the experiment.
Three farmers brought in wet cocoa, and this was weighed on the same
date in a weighing box on a spring balance. - The weight of the empty
box was 30 lbs., and the standard weight of box and cocoa at each weighing
was 200 lbs. The weight of the box alone was in each case subtracted,
leaving a balance in weight of 170 lbs. This was the weight of the wet
cocoa in the box. The total weight of the whole wet cocoa provided was
27041bs. or 15 boxes of 170 lbs. each, and an extra in weight of 1541bs.
• The fresh beans were placed in one of three fermenting boxes erected
side by side in a line; then covered with banana leaves and a board or
other heavy weight, and left for two days. The temperature rose and
fermentation took place. Two days later the weight and the leaves were
removed and the beans thoroughly stirred with a wooden shovel and then
transferred into the second box. Here t~ey weiecovered again and left
for another two days, after which they were uncovered and mixed tip once
more before being emptied into the third box. They remained covered
up and fermented in the third box for another two days.
During fermentation the beans changed from violet to reddish brown
within and from white to yellowish brown on the outside. The sticky
pulp surrounding the outside of the fresh beans was white and sweet to
the taste, but during fermentation it quickly changed to a dirty brown
colour and liquified, giving out a strong odour of vinegar.
On the sixth day of fermentation the beans were removed from the
third box and spread out thinly on specially prepared drying floors, and
then drying commenced. The third year students were arranged to be on
duty in batches of three, each batch to be on such duty for four hours in
a day. Light heat was applied for the first two days to avoid the shrivelling
of the beans. On the third and subsequent days a strong heat was applied,
and the beans were stirred at intervals, especially when a rise of steam was
noticed. The stirring was at first done with wooden racks, but when the
cocoa was fairly dry stirring by hand displaced the former method, the
reason being that the racks would bruise or injure the healthy beans and
consequently lower their commercial value. Towards the dry stage of the
beans the shrivelled mucilage and other extraneous substances amongst the
beans were removed and thrown away. The drying process took 10 days.
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A bamboo growing in
the grounds of the old
Government Lodge at
Kaduna.
This is an
uncommon variety with
delicate foliage and
mode of growth. Some
of the non clump-forming, spreading bamboos
that grow in China are
far more useful for constructional purposes than
the clump varieties found
in Nigeria.
If such
forms could be introduced
the art of bamboo work
might well be developed.
In Nigeria it is an art
~hat is unknown except
in a very elementary
form .

to be bagged, but before bagging all the pod fragments, placentas, pieces
of stone and bad. beans were removed. A hundred beans were selected
(indiscriminately) from the supposed good lot and operated for examination.
There were no beans found mouldy, hammy or rotten, thus the whole of
the cocoa dried by the students was declared by the Senior Agricultural
O~ce~ as First-Grade C?coa. The cocoa was then weighed in bags, each
weIghing ~40 lbs:, and eIght s~ch bags were obtained, including the weight
of the brUIsed dned beans, weIghed separately. On the whole, the bagging
was done when the cocoa had cooled down, since we knew that bagged
hot cocoa would sweat in the bags and consequently develop moulds.
After the bagging the Officer in charge of the local Farmers' Co-operative Marketing Society took charge of the cocoa.

*
*
*
*
*
A STRIKING DEMONSTRATION OF THE
VALUE OF A COMPOST HEAP
By E.

T

AYO IMouKHuEDE,

Akoko Jubilee Central School, lkare.

HE building of our School on a fresh site forced us to make a new
School Garden on a piece of ground which had been under
cultivation for at least five consecutive years.
_ Clearing the coarse vegetation-which was a sign of the sterility
of the soIl-was the first step taken . towards the achievement of our
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objective- a model School Garden. But the clearing gradually gave rise to
a difficult question. "Should the weed be burned or gathered together
and used to make a compost heap?" We decided on making a compost
heap.
The making of ridges and the hoeing up of roots and stumps went on
apace.
Three months after the clearing the compost was dug into some of
the ridges in the experimental plot. Three weeks later, cassava cuttings
were planted, both on the manured and the unmanured ridges. The two
plots were watched with interest,
especially by the town people,
who recently disowned the piece
of land because they believed
that nothing else could thrive on
it except weed.
Seven months after the cassava cuttings were planted, the
resulting plants on the manured
plot were growing luxuriantly
as shown by the density of their
foliage ; the height of their
stems was astonishing in comparison with those of the plants
on the unmanured plot, the
stems of which, though not tall,
were spindly and were always
in danger of being broken by
any strong wind. The leaves
were yellow in comparison with
the dark green foliage of the
plants on the manured ridges.
Harvest-time came fifteen
months after the planting. The
harvesting day was marked in the
garden with shouts of joy and
of surprise. Our predecessors
-the former planters on the
said land-witnessed the uprooting of the cassava plants.
[Photograph by E . A . Imoukhuede
They were dumbfounded, except
A giant cassava root grown in the garden of with an occasional "Ah-a-a"
Okoko Jubilee Central School, Ikare.
(a mark of indescribable surprise). One of the roots from
the manured plot was found to measure S ft. 8 in. in length. All were
big and weighty.
The crops from the unmanured plot were winked at, for they wereas"our pupils put it-like the Lilliputians in the presence of Gulliver, when
their heights, which varied from 1 ft. to lt ft., were compared with the
giant heights of S ft. 8 in., S ft . St in., etc.
This astonishing result has led us to believe in the value of a compost
heap and modern agriculture.

*

*

*
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COMMUNAL SERVICE BY EWU
GOVERNMENT SCHOOL
IMPROVING A WATER SUPPLY

1?y J.

O. UDAZE,

Government School, Ewu.

E

WU is probably the only town in Ishan Division blessed with clean
water that is within easy reach. The water supply is a small running
stream about 4 ft . wide and the distance from the town to the
stream is just over a mile.
The way to this stream was very overgrown and on the bed of the
stream and on the banks were piles of rubbish composed of leaves, husks
from locust-beans, eryryly and egusi scattered by the women and children
of the town. Numerous tadpoles rendered the water unfit for drinking
except after filtering and boiling. The local people are not particular, and
drink any kind of water such as pond or stored rain-water. The stream
runs through farm-land and is often used as a dumping place for farm
rubbish.
The stream was in such a very bad condition that no one observing
the insanitary nature of the surroundings would care to drink the water.
It was arranged by the Headmaster that the school should undertake the
communal service of cleaning the stream.
On the 10th May, 1937, prior .to Coronation Day, all the scholars
and teachers marched down to the stream and all prepared for work.
Trees and bushes growing on the banks were cut down to let in the
light. The piles of rubbish were removed, the bed of the stream was
dug out and the flow of water much improved. The path of the stream was
cleared and two partitions were made with sticks across its' bed. The
first was arranged to stop people from going to the source of the stream
and the second made a place for collecting drinking water.
By rolling a large log across the stream a deep pool was made below
the drinking-supply, where clothes could be washed. The work took a
whole day to complete.
The Onoje of the town was very delighted at the work done and
issued a warning to the people not to spoil the purity of the water supply.

*

*

*

*
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THE ACTIVITIES OF THE CATHOLIC
SCHOOL, AMAIMO
By M. C. MEZE,
Headmaster, Catholic School, Amaimo, Owerri.

X

AIMO is a l~rge town . in Owerri Prov!nce, some .fourteen miles
from Owern TownshIp. The Cathohc School IS one of the
growing and promising schools in Emekuku Parish. When I
took charge of the school at the beginning of the past year I
found myself faced by several difficulties-the untidiness of the pupils, the
uncompleted condition of the building with a few clumsy seats, the lack of
interest in the school on the part of the local people, and a dozen more.
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After stirring my way through the pending necessities requiring urgent
action, I turned my attention to the general activities of the school and to
parental co-operation.
Cleanliness had the first place. Despite the morning inspection, in
order to improve the cleanliness of the boys, a " Cleanliness Competition
Shield," neatly designed but of a cheap material, was provided. This
stirred the boys so much that no boy in a class had the courage to let
himself be drenched by a shower of abuse from his class-mates if he was
dirty, thereby debarring the class from winning the shield at the end of
the week. Basins are provided, and in the morning, after the boys have
cleaned the premises, or after games, the schoolgirls fill, empty and refill
them with water for washing hands. A latrine, a urinal and an incinerator
to which is attached a drying shed, were constructed during last year.
The manager of the school assisted much in the construction of the incinerator by supplying the school with iron pipes.
The physical activities of the school, which were hard to cultivate at
first, soon absorbed the attention of the boys and teachers. In order to
organise a regular game of football the boys are grouped in teams, and
the School Cup competition is held regularly. Musical drill, native dances
and organised games have done much to arouse interest. Pot-making
has developed greatly under the guidance of a potter who is engaged
under regular payment.
Social life is gaining ground in the . School. The School Committee,
which was formed by a selection of the well-behaved and influential schoolboys, votes money with which the permanent and consumable articles of
the School are bought. At its regular meetings it had planned various
methods by which the townsmen could be encouraged to co-operate with
the School. The formation of a Cleanliness Guild, a Good Conduct
Society and a Charity Association, is in progress-each having its distinct
part to play in making the School attractive.
The next step was the linking up of the town with the school. On
the 26th of May, the school, under the strains of the School Band, marched
to the market. After a display of musical drill and a native dance, hygiene
instruction was given in the following words:
"Beloved Fathers, Mothers, and Relations : We, your children,
appear here before you to express our gratitude to you for sending us to
school, not minding the heavy expense it causes you and the loss of labour
which we would have done for you at home. The school is not only
prep~ring us t? gain an honourable livelihood by getting reliable posts,
but lt also traInS our character and teaches us how to live healthy and
happy lives. Considering these benefits, it will be a great loss to any
child whose parents fail to send him to school.
" We should like to tell you that the school is for the town and the
town for the school, each assisting the other in its progress. With this
end in view we should like to give you some suggestions .about how to
live healthy and happy lives.
.
" Many of the things sold in this market are unwholesome, thus causing
lll-health to the consumers. The bodies of dead animals tainted meat
dirty food in unclean containers are sold. The bodies of killed mad d~g~
are hung in the market and there they get rotten and smell. The fermented
cassava you sell is left on the bare ground. You rarely wash your bodies
and clothes. All these cause ill-health, and when one dies prematur<;:ly or
suddenly others begin to attribute the cause of the death to poison or to
the vengeance of the gods. In the market very few houses are built;
hence many of you remain exposed to the intense heat of the sun or a heavy
storm of rain.
.
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" In your homes heaps of offal accumulate, giving rise to bad smells
the breeding of flies and poisonous living bodies. Utensils-mortar'
plates, pots-are not washed for days, weeks and even months.
'
" It will please us much if this ill condition of things be improved.
In order to impress you more with these important facts we now invite
you to visit the school on the next Nkwo Imo Market Day, the 3rd of June,
so that you will also see how your children progress in school. On the
11th of June, the Nkwo Imo Market Day following the coming one, we
shall walk into the town to visit the homes of anyone of you who wishes
it in order to find out the cleanest home. The owner of this house will
have our service for one day in any work he wishes to be done for him.
We remain,
Your beloved children,
The Scholars of c.K. School, Amaimo."

Queen Flower (Lagerstroemia flos-reginae)
showing a branch in
flower.
This tree is
easily grown from seed.
The flowers are a beautiful mauve. · They keep
fresh in a vase for about
five days and are excellent for room decoration.

On the 3rd ?f June, one thousand, nine hundred and twenty-four
parents and g~ardlans responded to the call. It was rainy in the morning
but soon after lt was found that the rain was a shower of blessing in disguise,
for soon afterwards the people enjoyed a cool day.
Mt.er distributing to the people the refreshment prepared-kola-nuts,
palm. WIne, . and snuff-I opened a long speech based on the following
headings:
.
1. The people to send more children to school.
2. Parents to supply books to their children, to pay school fees regularly and to allow pupils to study at home.
3. Parents not to defend their children when they are wrong.
4. The elders to form a council for discussing how to assist the school
financially as well as in labour.
The gathering was brought to a close after a display of some prepared
games.
On t~e 11 th of June the school marched into the town, as proposed,
for a Hyglene Patrol. Percentages were given according to the tidiness
of the houses and their surroundings, and instructions for improvement
also imparted.
What effect had all these on the development of the school and the
welfare of the town? In the course of a single year, the roll of the
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school has risen from 242 to 400. Still more boys are flocking in; were
mud walls elastic more admissions would have been made. Teachers
who were regarded as thankless servants of the town are now gladly
received by the townspeople, who now look upon the school as a final
court of appeal in the amicable settlement of disputes between parents
and children, Christians and pagans. A Town Council is formed by the
elders of the pagan community for discussing matters relating to helping
the school with money and labour. The competition in cleaning up and
decorating their homes in order to win the prize was a close o.ne, and one
will wonder how the whole town is set agog in such a short period .

*

*

AN ATTEMPT AT HEALTH PROPAGANDA
WORK THROUGH SCHOOLS
By R. A. NJoKu,
Headmaster R.C.M. School, Ahiara Owerri.

F

OR the purpose of furthering " Hea. lth Propaganda" in the district
a "Parents Day" was held in the above School just before the
mid-year holidays, when the school garden and farm were in full
bloom. No less than five hundred parents responded to the
invitation. The main topics of the lecture were based on (a) Village
Hygiene, (b) the Diet Scale.
The parents were instructed on the importance of living in clean and
well-ventilated houses. They were shown the various methods of keeping
the native compounds clean and well swept. The boys demonstrated this
by performing their usual daily round of the school compound with homemade brushes and wooden rakes.
As they greatly admired the neatness and brilliance of the school
compound, and its pleasant atmosphere, they were convinced of the necessity
of clearing the bush in the immediate vicinity of their habitations.
They were then conducted round the school premises and shown the
various devices by which Village Hygiene may be effected, viz. :
(1) Daily scrupulous cleaning of the compounds.
(2) Removal of rubbish to the Drying House.
(3) The burning of the rubbish in the Incinerator.
(4) The erection of urina!s to inculcate the habit of modesty.
(5) The latrine, which is indispensable for a household, and how it
should be constructed.
They were strictly warned against the odious and insanitary habit of
polluting the land around the village and along the main roacs and pathways
with faeces, which are eventually drained into the "muddy pools" by the
rain.
They were surprised to hear that the dirty water from these pools is
responsible for the spread of guinea-worm which is an endemic malady in
the district.
This lecture was punctuated with practical demonstrations. The
visitors seemed highly pleased, interested and deeply impressed, and thereupon promised to build good latrines in their villages. The Headmaster
therefore assured them that he would journey through the town after the
holidays in order to advise the parents in these undertakings.
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Ibo ~irls dancing near Newi,
Omtsha Province. Musicians and singers
in the background. Such dances are
characterised by wonderful grace of
movement and sense of rhythm.
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The next toRic concerned the" Diet Scale ", the lecture on which was
preceded by a visit to the School Farm and Garden. A practical demonstration of a good diet was made by the preparation of a " model meal"
The importance of " mixed diet" was stressed, hence the less popular but
more nutritive ingredients such as okro, tomatoes, melons and onions were
used in seasoning the sauce. The" fou-fou" consisted of well-pounded
garri and sifted cassava, the method of preparing the latter being thoroughly
explained, for the local method of preparing fermented cassava is yet very
primitive. It is to be hoped that next planting season many people will
use a small portion of their farms for the planting of these condiments,
and the Headmaster promised to invite them to see the schoolboys demonstrating the method of planting.
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N the month of April, 1937, a circular was posted to Managers and
Principals of all the Government and Assisted Schools in Asaba
Division announcing that the Agricultural Officer in Benin Province
would visit the School Gardens in the month of July in connection
with the Inter-School Garden Competition. In the circular, various
suggestions were given on how to work the gardens, and these suggestions
were to be taken into consideration before assigning a mark of merit to any
school.
.
As the main purpose of this competition was to encourage the cultivation of native vegetables and fruits, a list of those required was contained
in the circular. As soon as we saw this, we quickly seized the opportunity.
A piece of land, 66i yds. long by 46i yds. wide, and consisting of the old
school garden which had been abandoned for years in order to regain the
former fertility of the soil, was strongly and stylishly fenced in order to
prevent the invasion of wild cows and goats which are very common in
this area. After the fencing, a neat stile was constructed by which we
climb into the garden. The grass and the trees which had grown long and
turned to bush were cleared. These were burnt a few days after they had
become dry. We took care not to destroy some tall and straight sticks
which were to be used in supporting our yams.
Next came the planning of the School garden, which took us a day
to do. Then main paths were made and the plots for every possible crop
were laid out. (See plan on next page.)
The plots were tilled and turned into beds. The beds were pegged
all round with split bamboo stems (" Otosi "-the most suitable stem for
such work) to prevent the erosion of soil by rain. After this, the planting
of various crops took place. We planted yams, maize, beans, potato,
French bananas, tomatoes and some other native vegetables. These in
time were greatly favoured by the rain, and they crept out in lively fashion
from the soil and grew luxuriantly.
At the time of the inspection by the Agricultural Officer, I noticed his
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Competition! . :they all. long ~or the year to end so as to start a new School
garden.
In agnculture
is aroused . A walk r ound th e town
·11
1TheIr Interest
f h.
.
Wl revea some 0 t elr own pnvate gardens well worked.
Th~ continuati~n of t~is competition wiil arouse a general interest in
and . deslre to p.r~ctlse agnculture. It has already begun. This School
Garden Comp~tHlon, first of its kind here, has not failed in its effort t
encourage agnculture.
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COLLECTING HONEY IN THE CAMEROON
MOUNTAIN
By A. E .

HOWSON~WRIGHT,

Accountant-General's Ojjice, Lagos,

H

ONEY collecting is one of the great occupations of the Bacquaries
at Buea. Every year the event is anticipated with eagerness,
and elaborate preparations are made for a vigorous campaign
against the bees.

About a fortnight before the actual setting out pioneers ascend the
mountain to locate the hives and prepare the sites. This is essential, as it
reduces to a minimum the hazards to be encountered. This stage of the
business requires a keen sense of observation and profound experience.
The veterans in the game who ascend to locate the hives have a lot of
calculations and deductions to make as the bees do not as a rule confine
themselves to a particular breeding-ground every year. Among the
myriads of bees encountered during the search, these experienced men
select the homeward bees and trace them to their hives.
The sites secured, the men set fire to the fine feathery grasses predominating the honey zone which, as a rule, succeeds the thick wooded
parts of the lower altitudes. Like a sea of quivering tinted feathers, this
field spreads along the side of the mountain, swaying to the breezes which
ruffle its alIIlDst even surface. The fire set to one end spreads rapidly, and
soon nothing is left to mark the place of this feathery ocean but ashes which
whirl to the winds, and the prickly stems of some hard grasses and shrubs.

one. In som~ solitary places it is not unusual to come upon one of those
~rge apes WhICh fe~l the honey collectors are encroaching on their righfs
In the honey collect~ng. game. When driven to it, these powerful animals
attack unfortunate IndIv1duals, and more than one man has had his life
squ~ezed out by these monstrous creatures. Poorly clothed as they are
the Intense cold of the ~ountain ~akes it trying for them during the fe~
d~ys the~ spend up, while the lurking dangers of the thiclcl.y-wooded arts
with the1r c~asms and eerines.s excite a strong sense of awe which c~uld
only be obv1ated by the expenence and determination of the m en.
The camp life is simplicity ~tself. The men occupy the caves which
are to be found on the mountaIn After a day's work they
around
fi' .
. '.
congregate
. a m~rry re, gIv1ng. remIn1SCenCes and folklore and singing their
s.on15s In the~r. deep clear V01ces. When the stay is to be protracted the
ltm1ted proY1S1ons they ca~ry with them are augmented by game sho't on
the D?-0unta1n, and th~ lUSCIOUS honey already collected goes to temper th
seventy of the campa1gn.
e
Honey .collecting provides one of the most lucrative vocations of th '
people. W1th the p:olific yields of the honeycombs, the natives are wel~
co~pe?sated ~or theIr labours, and the feeling following the descent to
theIr v111ages IS generally one of satisfaction and content.

It is in the months of December, January, February and March that
the main season occurs. As these are the dry months, the fire runs along
its path of destruction merrily and at high speed. The difficulty rests in
applying the torch at the right time with due regard to the strength,
direction an,d duration of the winds. This would ensure a safe retreat.

Taking place as it does in the evening and continuing far into the
night, the burning of the grasses preparatory to the honey collecting affords
a most imposing spectacle to the towns and villages around. Between
eight and nine thousand feet above sea-level, these detached trails of conflagration, like scintillating jewels against the sombre background of the
mountain, are visible for miles around and present a sublime spectacle
which is not easily forgotten.
The preliminaries over, groups then ascend to the various sites to
collect the hives. These are made in crevices of the rocks and huge
boulders which strew the mountain side, in holes and also on some trees.
This stage of the work is the most exciting. With desperate determination
on the part of the bees to save their precious secretion from intruders, the
honey seekers have not an easy time. With very little or nothing to
protect them from the ravages of the desperate attacks of the bees, they
suffer severe stings from their unrelenting foes. Experience, however,
mitigates the sufferings which would otherwise have been unbearable to
the uninitiated. All that is done to minimise the severe onslaughts of the
infuriated bees is a smoky fire and the juice of a species of climbers. The
latter is placed near the hives and acts as a soporific on those which imbibe
this alluring potion.
Abounding as the mountain is with a variety of animal life, yawning
chasms and dizzy precipices, the lot of the honey collector is not an easy

A view in. Lagos ha~bour ~howing the m.v. "Calabar" at her wharf Th' h'
connects ~/th the "J,all servIce fro"! Liverpool and takes passengers and carg~S fro'!:z
agos to orcados, WarT!, Port Harcourt, Calabar and Victoria.
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THE PLACE OF ARABIC STUDY IN THE
EDUCATION OF NORTHERN NIGERIA
By MALLAM OTHMAN JA' AFUR,

I

Bornu Middle School.

T is impossible to approach this subject without to a certain extent
entering the realm of local history. Here, in Northern Nigeria,
Islam has for many centuries been the dominant religion of the people
and consequently it has played a very important part in the social life
of the community. For instance, the administration of justice has remained
to this day in accordance with Muhammadan laws, while the vast number
of native schools responsible for education are centres of Islamic studies.

In fact, up to the time of the British conquest, learning Arabic had
been the sole intellectual pursuit of the masses.
It is clear, therefore, that in the present organised system of education
Arabic study has to be taken into account. Neglect of it would have a
bad influence on the people; it would mean that the ever-increasing number
of children to be turned out by the schools as citizens would grow up to
be men quite incapable of using Islamic books and thereby lacking a firsthand knowledge of the doctrines embodied in their religion.
True, one may be illiterate and yet remain a good Muhammadan,
depending solely on the information that some enlightened person out of
his .goodness of heart might supply-a state of affairs which at present
applies to the majority of the people. But that is by no means a safe course
to follow, since the knowledge thus obtained is of little or no avail to the
individual. Arabic, then, must be one of the subjects taught at schools,
and must be encouraged as much as possible.
The problem arises--exactly to what extent should it be taught?
How are we to give it its right place in the school syllabus?
People looking superficially at the question (and these are chiefly the
uninformed masses) say that most of the time should be devoted to Arabic,
since it is the basis of religion and law. This is all very well in its way,
but it must be remembered that the country has other needs as well. It
must have its own qualified doctors, scientists, engineers, historians, and
such like.
In fact, a public must be created able to make progress and maintain
a high standard of civilisation by its own efforts. Viewed from this angle,
what the natives commonly call" European knowledge" is just as necessary
as their indigenous learning. Unfortunately, however, this is still not
realised by the majority.
Now, since there are many other subjects to be taught in addition to
Arabic, not so m\lch time should be devoted to Arabic as to deprive the
others of their proper share. Each must be given its full due. On the
other hand, we must be careful not to minimise the extent to which Arabic
is"t o be studied. It should not exceed a certain limit, nor should it fail to
reach that limit.
An .Elementary schoolboy may not have attended a Koranic schoql
previously. . It is essential, therefore, that on entering the Elementary
school he should begin learning the Koran and the rudiments of Islamic
literature.
At the Middle school, though he has more to learn of other subjects,
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The Z!1ngeru ri~er a~ Zungeru photograp~ed from the train as the latter passed over
the brtdge at thIs pOInt. The rIver provIdes good fishing, but bathing in the river is
dangerous on account of crocodiles.

the boy must know as much Arabic as will enable him to read and write
with ease and thus get acquainted with all his religious ·duties. If he wants
to become an accomplished Arabic scholar, or to attend the Law School,
he should then take ut: Arabic as his special subject. For other than a
schol~r, a boy, by the tl~e he goes to College or leaves the Middle school
for a Job, ought to be quite accomplished, able to read and write to express
himself in Arabic fairly clearly and also to understand thoro~ghly some
simple Islamic books.
As .there is a lot of other :work to be done at the College, a boy should
proportlOnately have more time for Arabic study while at the Middle
school than at the College, and still more at the Elementary school.
Such, in my opinion, should be the place of Arabic in the education
of the average Northern Ni~erian schoolboy. The above may be supposed
to be addressed t<? an .lmaglllary board engaged in the task of setting up a
s.ystem of educ~tlon 1ll a Muhammadan country- a state of things unhkely to occ~~ In Northern Nigeria. It is necessary, therefore, to point
out to any cntlcal reader that my aim has been not to gain converts to any
pa~ti~ular school of educational thought, but solely to express my personal
Opln10n on a subject of absorbing interest.
.
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LOCUSTS
By F. D.

GOLDING,

Senior Entomologist, Agricultural Department.

S

WARMS of the following four species of locusts are known to occur
in Nigeria :-the African Migratory Locust, the Red Locust, the
Desert Locust and the Tree Locust. Swarms of the two lastnamed species are seldom present in this country and have not yet
proved to be of economic importance to Nigerian far~ers.. The Red
Locust is at present confined to the southern half of the NIgerIan shore of
Lake Chad and has not been seen in the swarming phase in that area since
1933.
The most important local species is the African Migratory Locust,
which entered the south-western corner of Nigeria in December, 1929.
The swarms spread northwards and eastwards and, by the end of April,
1930 some had reached the northern frontier. In each year there has been
'a m~vement of swarms to the north in the spring and a return migration
southwards in the autumn. There are two breeding seasons a year in the
Northern Provinces, so the swarms coming to the Southerll: Provinces in
the autumn are the grand-children of those locusts which mIgrated northwards early in the rains.
It may be of interest to record, the number of reports of flying swarms
which have been received during the last seven years. They are as follows:
Year.
No. of flying swarms reported.
1930
2,914
1931
3,570
1932
4,521
1933
3,110
1934
2,964
1935
2,052
1936
1,400 (approx.) 1
There is evidence that the locust outbreak is abating, but the rate of
abatement is not as rapid as had been anticipated. All species of locusts
exist in two phases-the gregarious and the solitary.
In some species there are very great differences in shape ~nd colo~r
between individuals of the two phases. The most common dIfference 1S
that the wings of the gregarious phase .are relatively longer that; those of
the solitary phase. When in the gregarlOus phase, locusts travel m swar,ms
and are a menace to crops, while locusts in the solitary phase are nothmg
more or less than ordinary harmless grasshoppers.
The immature stages of locusts are wingless and are known as hoppers.
Those of the gregarious phase migrate in bands, ~hile the hoppe~s ~f the
solitary phase live singly in grass and move but litt~e. If the maJon~y. of
a band of hoppers are killed, the survivors, on becommg adult and attamlng
wings, do not form a swarm and migrate. They remain in the area where
they were bred and their progeny are typical solitary grasshoppers.
In the laboratory it is quite easy to induce the transition from the
gregarious to the solitary p~ase and vice-vers~. If a few hoppers of the
gregarious phase are placed In a cage they WIll eventually become adults,
1 Every year the files containing the locust records of all the Nort;hern Pr?vinces
are examined with the object of correcting the swarm records as receIved dunng the
year. This examination usually results in the addition of several hundred swarm reports
to the records in the Entomologist's Office at lbadan; the 1936 locust files have not yet
been examined.
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~pproaching the solitary phase in both shape and colouration.
Similarly,
if large numbers of solitary hoppers are put in a cage, the crowded condition
will cause them to become more active and, after shedding their skins
once or twice, they will become darker in colour and, finally, will give rise
to adults closely resembling swarming locusts.
Usually, one or two generations are required before the transition
from one phase to another is complete, and there are intermediate locusts
in shape and colouration between the solitary and gregarious phases.

The factors which cause the transition from the solitary to the
gregarious phase in nature are not yet fully understood, but it is obvious
that any factor which results in the solitary individuals becoming crowded
together may lead to the formation of hopper bands and, ultimately, of
flying swarms. An entomologist in Madagascar observed that, in certain
areas which became very arid in the dry season, the solitary locusts became
concentrated in a few humid places surrounding pools of water.
As a result of this the females laid their eggs in a restricted space and
the hoppers emerging from the eggs were close together and therefore
developed the characteristics of the gregarious phase. Although this part
of Madagascar was unsuitable for locusts, on account of its aridity in the
dry 'season, it was here that swarms were formed which then migrated
elsewhere. Such an area is known as an outbreak area.

A Solitary Locust of
Southern Nigeria. This
specimen was 2t in. long.
[Locusta Migratoris, a
swarming locust, common in Northern Nigeria,
is very similar but only
about 2! in. long.EDITOR.]

It is thought that the only outbreak area of the African Migratory
Locust is in the Middle Niger region of French Sudan and that the present
outbreak arose there in 1926. Hopper bands were first seen in that area
in the summer of 1928.
The present policy in locust control is the permanent supervision of
known outbreak areas with the object of immediately detecting and
checking the transition from the solitary to the gregarious phase. This
method cannot, of course, have any effect upon the swarms already present
in Nigeria; but it is hoped that it will prevent outbreaks in the future .
The proposed control work in French Sudan is of interest to many French
and British colonies, for, during the present outbreak, swarms of the
Mrican Migratory Locust crossed Mrica from Lake Chad to the east and
then later generations migrated south-westwards to South-West Africa
and the Union of South Africa.
Once the locusts have formed swarms and begun to migrate, there is
no means known at present of effectively controlling them. Hopper
bands can be destroyed by means of poisoned baits (between 60 and 70 tons
of sodium arsenite have been used for this purpose in Nigeria during the
present outbreak); but there are naturally many bands which reach
maturity in uninhabited areas .
There seems to be no doubt that the united efforts of a very large
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number of Europeans and Africans during the last seven years. haye
prevented serious fami?es occurring i.n th~ N~rt~ern Provinces of NIgena.
It is known that famlnes occurred In NIgena In the last decade of the
nineteenth century as a result of the last outbreak of the African Migratory
Locust.
Locusts are not concerned with international boundaries and their
control is a matter for international co-operation. Every other year an
International Locust Conference is held, at which delegates from all over
the world discuss the results which have been obtained and decide upon
i:he lines of research to be followed in the future. An Entomologist from
this section attended the Second Conference at Paris in 1932 and the Third
in London in 1934.
The importance of international co-operation is exemplified by t~e
fact that an Entomologist from Nigeria worked for six months of 1932 In
the Middle Niger region of French Sudan; and another Entomologist was
attached to a French Locust Mission which carried out a survey of the
southern shore of Lake Chad in 1935. In addition, in 1931 and 1932,
conferences with the French authorities were held at Porto Novo, Niamey,
and Zinder. The Imperial Institute of Entomology in London is the
recognised centre of the internation'-tl campaign against locusts.
Lake Chad is a suspected outbreak area of the Red Locust, which has
been swarming in recent years over much of Africa south of the Equator.
Swarms were present in a strip of land, about 12 miles wide, bordering the
southern half of the shores of Nigerian Chad from 1930 to 1933; but there
is no evidence that any swarms of this species migrated from the Chad area.
A laboratory was established at Kalkala, a village at the south-western
corner of the Lake, in December, 1932, and detailed observations were
made on the ecology of locusts in that region for ten months of 1933 and
five months of 1934. The Red Locust in the Chad area breeds in June
and, in 1934-chiefly owing to a drought in June and July which dried up
many of the eggs in the soil-very few hoppers hatched and the locust
reverted to the solitary phase. Every year a patrol is carried out in Southern
Chad to ensure that the Red Locust is not beginning to form swarms again.
All records of flying swarms and hopper bands are analysed by the
Entomological Section at Ibadan and, every month, a map is prepared
showing the position of flying swarms in Nigeria. The maps are .studied
in conjunction with meteorological records with the object of findlng out
the influence of various climatic factors upon the migrations and breeding
of the African Migratory Locust.
In this connection it would be much appreciated if readers of
Nigeria would send to the Entomologist, Ibadan, the following details
concerning any swarm of locusts they may happen to see :-place seen
--date on which seen-direction towards which the swarm was flying.

--------0--------

THE VILLAGE OF MOH, UMUAHIA
By the Rev. R. FISHER,
Principal, Government Co!!ege, Umuahia, 1928-1937.

'I T was at the beginning oflast year that Dr. Thomas, our val. ~ed M.O.H.,
who has his residence in the College, expressed the WIsh that the
College would build him a model village in the College grounds
so that he could show Chiefs and Elders and other visitors the best
way in which a village should be laid out with regard to hygiene and sanitation; so we set to work.
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We cleared about an acre of ground on a downward slope; we turned
one of Nature's drains at the bottom into a mighty river bed, and we cleared
the hill (12 feet high!) on the far side for the more important buildings.
Dr. Thomas, with his Health students, arranged the general layout for us,
fixing the roads to run at right-angles to one another, marking off the
rectangles to form the different house compounds, and allotting sites for
the public buildings, the Civic Centre and the Senior ,School on the top of
the hill, and the Dispensary Centre and Catholic and Protestant Missions
among the buildings below, with the Market Place well away from the
house quarters. The layout was planned and the buildings were erected

A general view of the village of Moh, Umuahia.
high.

The model houses are about 2 feet

on a scale of one in twelve, which is far the most convenient scale, as one
inch in theory becomes one foot in practice, so no mathematics is required.
The He~lth students got going first and put up their 'dispensary and nurses'
quarters, and they gave us an example which we speedily followed.
First, Forms V and VI submitted plans for all the public buildings;
and this in itself was no light task, as each Mission required a church, a
school, and minister's and teachers' quarters; the civic centre contains a
court house, rest house, office, guard house, messengers' lines, and clerks'
quarters; and the senior school has a line of buildings along the ridge of
the hill top, with two masters' houses, a laboratory, four classrooms, headmaster's office, boarding house, and woodwork shop. These plans were
then discussed by the Building Committee, and the best ones forwarded to
Dr. Thomas, who came to the classrooms, discussed the merits and demerits
of the various plans and made his final selection. The successful architects
received an architect's fee of one shilling each!
Each Form then undertook responsibility for the erection of one of
these Centres; and many maths. periods were occupied by the maths.
masters in discussing methods of working out the estimates of quantities
and costs required for the various buildings; the Forms were divided into
groups, and after discussion each group was expected to produce its own
estimates of the quantities and costs required; the Principal sat in judgment
upon the results and his comments and criticisms were posted on the notice
board.
The estimates having been settled, the school got down to the actual
building. This occupied a good two months of woodwork periods with
other periods occasionally squeezed in. By experience, sometimes" bitter,"
we learnt what cement will and will not do; we learnt the art of roofbuilding in timber and in pan; and later, we discovered another way of
building roofs by nailing sacking over a framework of wood, and painting
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A NIGERIAN METEORITE

it with several coatings of concrete (one part of cement to two of sand).
All this took a long time, but the work was intens~ly practical an~ so valu~ble
as education-far more valuable than the cramm1Og-up for fore1gn exam1Oations that some boys delight in! By the end of May our builders were able
to stand back and gaze proudly on their handiwork; and you ~hould
just see the semi-circular apse in the Catholic Church, and the rose-w1Odow
and stained glass of the Protestant Church!

By FRANK STAFFORD, F.R.A.S.
"And there fell a great star from heaven,
burning as it were a lamp."
(Reve!a#olls 8-10.)

In the village of Moh: a young builder hard at work.

Next came the erection of private houses; every ?oy in For.ms ll,
Ill, and IV was entitled to build his own. He .planned It first to h1s own
design; the Principal had a hard job of cutt10g some of ther;t down;
they appeared to be making provision for at least half a dozen w1~es-too
many even for a Mahommedan! Every design had to co.mply w1th so~e
eight regulations laid down by the M.O.H. for the erect10~ of ho~ses m
the townships of Nigeria; and we learnt not to erect bUlld10gs m the
corners of our compounds, to keep kitchens and bathhouses we~l away
from living rooms, not to make any room less than .120 squ~re feet m area,
and many other useful bits of knowledge. And so httle by litt~e the houses
rose until towards the end of the year the estate began to look qU1te populous.
Meantime our babies in Form I were busy doing their part; they
built a concret~ motor road over the river, and then each lad was assigned
to one of the public buildings and is now busy making the furniture for it.
We have still a long way to go to finish t.he work, bu~ the photographs
show that we are getting on. The only thmg I am afra1d of 1S that when
Dr. Thomas returns from his leave he will say: "But I asked you to
make me the model of an African village, and this looks much more like a
residential suburb of Lagos."
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A Meteorite picked up near Udei, Benue Province. At the side is a small piece that
has bee!! ~ut off and po?ished to show the crystal structure. The surface of the
,Meteorite IS black and fazrly smooth. The metallic portion contains nickel and iron.
The stony portion is rich in the mineral olivine. The scale is marked in inches and
half-inches.

T

HE photograph above of a large shapeless dull piece of metal shows
the end of what may have been some such brilliant invader of our
atmosphere. A lump of metal and stone, iron splashed with
nickel, roughly a cubic ft. in bulk, found on the earth near Udei
Station, Benue Province. It weighs 226 pounds, as much as a large-sized
mar:. No one can say when it fell, and it served for years as a door-stop
untIl the gentlemen of the Geological Survey spotted it for what it is.
This is no terrestrial ore, but is a foreign body, an intruder called a meteorite.
Such, discover,ies, although infrequent, are not rare, and their customary
This note
end 1S obscurlty, often dusty, on the shelves of a museum.
is wr!tten to give the first recorded Nigerian meteorite at least a passing
ment10n.
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A meteorite. From whence? Why? And in pondering this problem,
straightaway the imagination is whisked above the earth, above the envelope
of atmosphere, into the black depths of outer space from whence the
meteorites come, flash their flaming path and die, caught, as we all are
caught, in the remorseless grip of earth. There is litt~e that ~s .cer.tain
about these visitants; they are rarely seen to fall and thelr genesIs IS lIttle
more than speculation. Meteorites are composed usually of stony matter,
with varying amounts of metallic iron containing nickel, more rarely of
nickeliferous iron alone, and much more rarely of stony matter with little:
or no metal. The specimen is of the first category with a preponderance
of iron. The date of its advent is not known and cannot be deduced from
its appearance, but this is not vital to an understanding of its significa?ce.
It is certainly of the family of the shooting stars, the meteors, those bnght
streaks that flash across the night sky and fade to nothing.
Meteors are not of the earth and before crossing the orbit of the earth
they were pursuing their own paths through space, usually in great companies:
round the sun, just like a shoal of very small and trivial earths, their paths.
inexorably plotted millions of years before by cosmic laws. In the course'
of their wanderings they veer towards the earth, and within a few hundred.
miles of its surface encounter the upper reaches of our atmosphere. They
are moving with appalling velocity and the plunge into our atmosphere is.
usually fatal. As the meteor rushes through the atmosphere the friction
of the air warms its surface. Gradually it becomes red-hot, then white
hot, and finally explodes into vapour with a brilliant light. Fifty miles or
so below somebody murmurs " A shooting star."
There are well-known streams of these meteors, and, as their course
round the sun is .known, their appearance can be computed and predicted.
The dimensions of these meteor shoals are only to be measured in hundreds.
of thousands of miles and it is when the course of the earth crosses or
impinges on their orbit that the earth makes a haul of them.
It is believed that in origin these meteor swarms are the debris of
comets, "such stuff as comets are made on." Comets have disappeared,.
but in their place, at the predicted -time of their return, meteor showers.
have been observed. An intimate connection between comets and meteor
showers has been traced and one astronomer has ventured the opinion
that, all in all, the devouring earth swallows up some 20 million meteors
daily from among these wandering denizens of the solar family. Of this
concourse perhaps one meteorite a day reaches the earth's surface and.
very few of them on arrival are greater than specks of cosmic dust.

quarters that the majority of them have originated outside the solar system.
Stony ones are almost certainly of the humbler origin of our sun family.
However, for the purpose of this note it will suffice that our specimen is
not of this earth and has indeed fallen from the sky.
There are many meteorites preserved. One weighi~g nearly a ton was
found on the top of a mountain in Siberi~, an? an Am~n.ca?- explorer found
one weighing 36t tons in Greenland and took It back wIth hIm to N:w York.
There are, however, few, if any, authentic records of death or mjury tb
man being inflicted by meteorites, although they have been accused. of
striking buildiqgs and dropping through roofs. Showers of stony meteo~ltes
have been seen to fall and have been recovered, but only about 20 lron
meteorites have ever been seen to drop. Undoubtedly the latter is the
rarer visitant of the two, although as has been mentioned above there are
more extant specimens than there are o~ . the stony type. The lat~er. su~er
disintegration and are apt to escape notlce more ea.slly than the dlstmc.tlv: e
and durable fragments of iron. But wherever thIS one came from,. 1~ IS
now in the Geological Museum at Kaduna and has travelled many mIllIon
adventurous miles in unbelievable extremes of temperature to get there. It
is a pity that it cannot appreciate the change.

These, .h owever, are meteors and there is an essential distinction
between meteors and meteorites. The former vanish and leave no trace.
The latter reach earth and the difference between the two is probably that
of bulk or, possibly, of velocity. Meteorites are those rare meteors which.
are large enough to survive their fiery transit through the air. But this
theory is open to the objection that it is practically unknown for the fall of a.
meteorite to be recorded during a shower of shooting stars, and there is.
as yet no proof that they are members of the same family. All that is certain.
is that they represent two distinct variations of one phenomenon.
Lonely stragglers, which are even more interesting, are also picked upand collected by the earth, and there is much speculation as to their origin.
Data is even now being compiled to establish that many iron meteorites
are veritable strangers and have an origin outside the solar system altogether,.
being evidence of disturbances in star systems remote from our sun. There'
are interesting calculations which lead to recording a mean speed of 40,
miles a second for all meteors and to confirm the view held in certain.

Part of an old door 'belonging to the chief of a ' village near lkari, Ondo' Province ..
This door is well looked aJter, but many others lie' rotting and discarded' in abandoned houses. Canon Lenon, of the C.M.S., Ikari, hopes to form a collection of old carvings ,
for a museum at the Okokq Jubilee Central School. Nigeria is in . urgent need of :
mt{seum facilities if such valuable records of the .histqryand traditions of the peopJe. .
.
.
are not to be-lost. .
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ON KEEPING HORSES
By G. H.

FARRELL,

Secretary, Nigerian Animal Aid Society, c/o Police Headquarters, Lagos-in conjunction
. with the Director and officers of Veterinary Services.

'I F you intend to keep a horse in Nigeria, provide him with a rainpro~f
stable and clean, dry grass every night for bedding. See that he IS
exercised, groomed and fed regularly. He should always. have c:lean ,
fresh water available in the stable and should be provIded WIth a
block of rock-salt to lick, or have 1 oz. of kitchen salt daily in his food.
The ration for a pony being used for hard and fast work-like poloshould not be less than 8 lbs.- and not more than 10 lbs.-of guinea-corn
daily. In addition, he should be provided with up to 30 lbs. of cut green
grass or 20 lbs. of hay (dry grass) daily.
A horse appreciates kindness and soon gets to know a voice to which
he will react. By talking in soothing tones to a nervous horse one can
overcome his fear. A great deal of patience is req~ired with . you~g. or
untrained horses, but their natural intelligence repays tIme spent m tralnIng
by kindly methods.
Similarly, he resents harshness, and harsh methods will nearly always
defeat their own ends by making the animal more nervous--:-frequently
shown by biting and kicking and other forms of what looks lI~e temper.
In reality, this is fear showing itself in a desire to hurt or get nd of what
hen;gards as an enemy who is going to hurt him.
.
Grooming : - Grooming is not solely for the purpose of producin~ a
fine, glossy appearance and keeping the coat clean;. it a~so has. a b~neficlal
effect on the system. If grooming is performed WIth VIgour, It stImulates
the action of the skin and opens t.he pores, thus hastening the removal of
waste material trom the body.
The greater the amount of work performed by a . horse, the more
waste material is liberated in the system, and to mamtam a healthy state
this must be removed by various channels. One of the chief of t~ese
channels is the skin, and it is thus imperative that this should be kept actIve.
When a horse returns 'to the stable his feet should be carefully picked
out and should then be cleaned with a brush. It is safer not to wash the
legs of horses. Some are predisposed to "much fever," and .washing
excites this; cracked heels may follow washing unless great care IS taken.
If there is mud on the legs it should be left to dry and should then be
brushed off.
A practice which cannot be condemned too strongly is that of stopping
the feet with cow-dung "to keep them cool." This is a senseless and
pernicious practice, and a little thought .should c.0nvinc~ one tha~ its eff~ct
is the very opposite of that alleged. It IS sometImes saId that thIS practIce
has the "advantage" of softening the sole of the foot; but what men
with the slightest knowledge of the anatomy of a horse's foot would suggest
that a soft sole is desirable?
The hard, horny sole is provided by nature for the protection of the
delicate and sensitive under-structures, and it cannot be too hard for
everyday work.
The stable and bedding :-A horse should be comfortable in his stable.
A dark or a damp stable is not beneficial. A loose-box is always preferable
to a stall, and the floor should always be as level as possible. A horse
is never comfortable on a sloping floor. The round hut type is th~ n;ost
suitable type of stable in Nigeria-the ideal would be a flyproof bUIldmg.
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The question of bedding is one to be carefully considered and must
be regarded from two .aspects- comfort and sanitation.
For comfort, ample bedding must be provided. For health it mu t
be. renewed daily ~nd ~ept clean. Unless a horse has a good bed he cann~t
gaIn that rest whIch IS so necess~ry for a hard-wo:~ed anim~l. A good
soft bed, too, protects the horse s body from brutsIng and Injury.
.
Again, if a hors~ lies on a bare floor, the warm of the body is absorbed
by the floor and ChIlls may follow. The necessity for warmth must not
be lost sight of-especially during the harmattan.

The Air Mail. at Apapa, Lagos. A weekly air mail and passenger service is now in
regular operatIon between Lagos and London. The service is by Kano and Khartoum.

. It is common practice to remove the bedding from under a horse

~unng th~ day, ~ut he woul~ be far better standing on his bedding, for it

Induces hIm to lIe down dunng the day, and such rest is good for hardw?rked horses. A clean, dry, grass bed renewed daily is quite efficient
WIth a r:rlUd floor. The main thing is to have the manure removed as soon
as possIble,. and ~lso. the. grass bedding when wet with urine. A mud
floor wet WIth unne IS rUInous to the frog of hoof.
During hot weather many horses are badly worried by flies and in
co~sequence ~uffer. considerably. Attention to the disposal of manure
dally by .burnIng WIll keep down the numbers of flies. The provision of
an eye-f:lng~ to the stable headgear helps the horse to avoid the annoyance
of flIes In hIS eyes. A darkened stable helps to keep the flies outside.
Ex~rcise :-G?od condition is obtained by a judicious combination
~f ~xerclse and feedIng. The more exercise given a horse, within reasonable

lImIts, the more .capable. he becomes of performing hard and prolonged
work. Spasmodlc exerCIse never gives good results .
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Harness :-It is essentIal for the comfort of a horse that his harness
should fit, and attention should be paid to this point, particularly with
regard to the saddle. The saddlery should not be heavier than necessary.
A horse should be able to move freely when saddled. All saddlery must
be kept scrupulously clean, in common with everything else in the stable.
The parts which ' touch the skin must be kept free from the results of
perspiration and grease which, if left to accumulate, cause sores.
In the choice of bits, common sense is the best guide. It should be
borne in mind that a horse's mouth is not the callous, insensitive part that
some people seem to imagine, but is delicate and keenly susceptible to pain.

as he req~ires . To k~ep him short of water conduces to bad condition
for .water ~s neces~ary . In order that the blood may be kept in a pure state:
~esldes . beIng .a ,prIVatIOn, the lack of water is a common cause of constipatIOn, WIth all Its attendant evils.
f: horse.should .be offered water three or four times a day, and more
often If he WIll take It. ~he usual method is to have watel" always beside
th.e h.orse. The ~etal pall sh.ould be fixed, as. some ponies like to play
wIth It and kn<;>ck It over, and It should be emptIed, rinsed out, and refilled
at least three tImes a day.

A bit that is too riarrow and pinches the mouth should be avoided.
A bit that is too wide is also objectionable. As for the so-called " native"
bit-revolting in its cruelty-it is hoped soon to abolish it.
Feeding :-The feeding of a horse is of primary importance with
regard both to quality and quantity, if the animal is to be kept in the pink
of condition. In Nigeria, where horses are kept almost entirely for riding,
a fine condition implies the minimum of fat with the maximum of muscle.
For all horses, guinea-corn forms the most suitable food, either bruised
or whole, mixed with long hay or chaff. For the young horse, on account
of teething, and for the old one, on account of irregular teeth, it is often
well to have the guinea-,corn bruised or crushed so that it will be the more
easily digested. The proper quantity of food is of great importance, for
it is not so much the amount of food taken into the stomach that matters,
as the amount digested and assimilated, and so used by the system.
Food given in too liberal quantities does not mean extra nourishment,
but rather the reverse, for ' digestion is then overtaxed. The quantity of
food required can best be regulated by the amount of work performed,
and by the size of the horse. Work entails a waste of tissue, and this
must be replaced byfood. It should always be remembered that this waste
is not confined to the visible muscles and tissues, but that the vital organs
also waste, so that they cannot properly perform their duties ; the heart's
action becomes weak and the vitality of the body lessened.
It is false economy to deprive a horse of his proper amount of food.
The allowance of guinea-corn per day may be reckoned at from 8 to 10 lbs.
for Nigerian ponies. A horse that works needs grain three times a day.
Guinea-corn is nourishment in concentrated form, but it should never be
given alone. Bulk is necessary in the shape of chaff o~ hay; even were
corn given in unlimited quantities, hay or chaff would still be necessary.
The quantity of hay or chaff must, however, bear some relation to the
amount of grain allowed, .and, though a hard and fast rule cannot be laid
down, the amount of hay allowed should be from 15 to 20 lbs. a day.
All chaff should be free from dust and should therefore be winnowed.
A dusa mash may be given once a week to ' overc0me the action of the
dry food and to relax the bowels. If the bowels are obstinate, from 4
to 6 oz. of raw linseed oil should be added to the mash. , When procurable,
green food should take the place of mashes. A piece of rock-salt should
always be kept in the food-box-the horse enjoys it; it does good and
promotes appetite.
Care should be taken to see that the food-box is kept scrupulously
clean. Horses are extremely clean feeders, and a dirty food-box is distasteful to them. They will not clear up their food if there is dirt or dust
or stale food in it.
Watering :-A plentiful supply of good clean ', water is an absolute
necessity for the health of a horse, and he should be allowed to have as much

C<;>mmo~ sense suggests t~at a horse should not have a full supply of
water. ImmedIately before startIng .on a journey. The above method of
waterIng .removes th~ necessity for precaution on this score, for the animal,
never . ~eIng ~ery thirsty, does not overload his stomach, but takes small
quantItIes at Intervals.
Great prejudice exists in respect of allowing water to horses on journeys
~or hours horses are ~ot allowed to moisten their mouths. During a
Journey every opport~mty should be taken of allowing a horse to drink,
for the mor~ <;>ften he IS watered the !ess he will take at a time. By drinking
small quantItIes frequently a horse IS kept fresh, and works in comfort.
Another prev~leJ?-t idea is that cold water should never be given to a
h~ated horse. This IS a fallacy. Even when he is perspiring it will do
hIm n? harm, but, on the contrary, will much refresh him. There is no
necesslty .for allowing a horse to cool down after coming back to the stable
heated WIth work. He may be watered at once, and should be.
Of course, common sense must be used, and a hot and very thirsty
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A lar~e. canoe setting out f~om Lagos Harbour for a voyage through the creeks. Great
quantmes oIcocoa, palm OIl, and firewood are brought to Lagos Island by this method
of transport.

animal should not be allowed to drink his fill as fast as he likes. If it is
found that he is drinking very fast the pail should be removed for a few
moments, and this plan should be repeated until he has slowly quenched
his thirst. The habit of native grooms putting dusa in the drinking water
is quite unnecessary, and if the dusa is mouldy it is positively harmful.
The teetli. :-If a horse does not clear up his food as usual, or if there
is increased salivation or a falling off in condition, the horse's teeth should
be examined. Young horses suffer sometimes from teething troubles ;
the teeth of older horses become sharp and lacerate the tongue and the
inside of the cheeks. In the former case, soft food, such as scalded or
soaked guinea-corn, steamed hay, or mashes should be given.
The teeth of older horses must be rasped to remove the sharp and
irregular points. If there is a diseased tooth it must be extracted, but this
is a matter for the veterinary surgeon.
Care of the hoof :- The portion of the foot which can be seen when
the foot is on the ground should never be rasped. The stronger fibres of
the hoof are on or near the outside surface and protect the under, softer
tissues. If these strong fibres are removed by rasping, the hoof is weakened
and is predisposed to sand-crack. It is best to trim the" over growth"
with a knife. Again, the frog must not be cut away, or its function is
abolished.
Nature intended the frog to act as a cushion ; it can only be of service
in this direction when it touches the ground and so is able to minimise
concussion. Ot:lly the ragged edges of the frog should be trimmed. The
bars must likewise be left intact; they are a reflexion of the wall, and
doubtless nature provided them as a means of strengthening the hoof and
keeping the heel from contracting unduly.
General :_The foregoing are only the simplest directions for the care
of ponies. Whenever you wish advice or help write at once to any
Veterinary officer. They have not only made a scientific study of horses,
but are handling Nigerian ponies every day of their lives.
Horses and ponies all over the world vary as much as the climates of
their respective countries. Half a page from a Nigerian Veterinary officer
is worth more than a whole book on ponies of some other country.
Finally-have nothing to do with the quack. More harm can be
done by a quack in ten minutes than Nature and a Veterinary Surgeon can
put right in ten months-if ever. One instance known to the writer will
show.
A valuable race-pony owned by a European was brought in his presence
to a Veterinary Surgeon friend of his . The pony was suffering from
laminitis-inflammation inside the hoof-as the result of galloping on hard
ground. The native "horse doctor" to whom it had been taken first
had diagnosed it as " blood in the shoulder," which he had proceeded to
let out by driving a nail into each foreleg, so deep that the nail had entered
the bone and periosteal fluid was now running down the outside of the
wounds caused. The agony the poor animal suffered and the damage done
to him as a racing-pony may be left to the imagination.
All of this could have been avoided by immediate reference to a qualified
Veterinary Surgeon at the outset.
_ _ _ _ _ 0 _ _ _ __

Messrs. G. GOTTSCHALCK & CO., Broad Street, LAGOS, stock
a full range of saddlery and other requisites for horses . See advertisement
outside back .cover. -EDIToR .
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THE VISITING TEACHERS' COURSE, TORO,
NORTHERN PROVINCES
By MALLAMS ALIu ZARIA and MUHAMMADU DAN GIKKA BAUCHI.

T

ot

HE: object
t~e course is to improve village schools and village
hfe. Its a1.m IS n<?t to elimina~e the three Rs, but to accept them
as the baSIS of .v1ll~ge ~ducatlon; to encourage the villager to
.
be pr~ud of hIS. sItuatlon and occupation, farming; to make
hIm feel that hIS occ~patlon has its own contribution to make to world
progress; to make hIm understand that the school is his own for it is he
who pays for the school buildings, furniture, books, and t~achers who
r~~ .the. school; and to make ?iI? ~ealise that contact with European
c1v1hsatlon doe.s not mean forced 1IIllta~IOn, but an opportunity for selecting
all ~hat can aS~lst the growth of what IS best in his own district . Since the
~alll occupatIOn . of the villager is farming, therefore the work of' the
v~llage tea~he~ wIll be to raIse . the standard of agriculture, village crafts;
yIllage samtatlon, and home hfe. The classroom will not be the only
Important sphere of wo rk. <?nly the most promising pupils will go on to
MIddle Schools; the rest WIll go back to the farm. That will more or
less help to was? away the idea .f~om the minds of those people who think
that. the scho?l. IS m~rely for trallllllg boys to get employment, either under
Natlve AdIIlln1stratlon or Government.
The teacher selected for the .course must .b~ .an all-round man, physically, mentally, and mora.lly effiCIent, for a vIS1tlng teacher will never be
successful without shOWlllg efficiency in the three directions mentioned
For tha~ very. reason the selection of the teachers to attend the course i~
left entlrely In the ha~ds of Provincial Superintendents of Education
because they know the kind of man required for such a course better than;'
a~y . one else .. They know the habits, manners, hobbies, ability, likes, and
dIshkes of theIr teachers better than any other man.
The teachers ~elected are from different provinces of Northern Nigeria
and are fourteen 1~ number, the majority of whom are Hausa-speaking
peopl.e, the rest be~ng Y oruba, Nupe, Fulani, Kanuri, and Chamba. The
teac~llng language IS Hausa, for there is no one among the fourteen who
does not know a good deal of Hausa. There is one important qualification
for the teachers ~elected and that is being ex-Elementary Training Centre
Mallams, or havlllg long experience in farming and teaching in village
school~. Only two out of f~urteen were ex-Higher College Mallams.
There IS ~ good reason for selectlllg ex-Elementary Training Centre Mallams
a~d that IS b.ecause they have better experience in farming, gardening and
VIllage teachIng than any other mallam.
'
.The cur~iculum in use in the Visiting Teachers' Course has been very
consIdera!:'ly Improved. T~e course is of eighteen months duration with
five or. SI~ 1Il:0nths brea~ In between; for the first nine months great
emphasIs IS laId. on practlcal work. The curriculum, as one will see, deals
mor.e closely WIth the. needs of the village than with those of any other
sectl~n of th~ communIty. Great emphasis has been laid on theoretical and
p~actIcal a~t1~ulture, making use of both hand and plough, gardening
vIllage s~mtatlo!\ health ~nd dispe~sary ,,:,ork, school organisation, hygien~
and medIcal tra1mn~,. :vhI~h we beheve SIncerely will more than probably
take ~he school actlvltles lnto the heart of the village and into the lives of
the VIllagers . . Thus, through moral training the village school will produce
!:,oys who WIll help' to produce better manners, better obedience, higher
Ideals, better behaVIOur, better ambitions" better lives in the community;
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through manual training they will produce boys who will help to rro.duce
better agriculture, better gardening, better food,. better types of b.Ulldmgs,
better. sanitation, better carpentry, better furmture, better trading, and
better homes and villages; through physical training they will produce
boys who will help to produce better ~ealth and t~ere~ore wealth, be.tte:
physique, possibly longer life and lessemng of suffenng ~n the commU1:l1ty ,
through mental training they will produce boys who wtll help t? .culu:,"ate
better judgement, better u~der~tanding ~f law, order~ ~~d adm1mstratlOn,
better trading and better duectlOn of the1r related activ1Ues.
To illustrate how great is the emphasis laid on practical work, we
cultivated a farm in five plots besides a big garden of 600 sq. yards. In
the first part of the
farm we put cotton, in
the second we put some
maize; having taken off
the maize we planted
sweet potatoes; in the
third we put groundnuts (mention of the
damage done by
monkeys must not go
unnoticed: we suffered
much from the trouble
of monkeys; we had
to make a boy guard
the farm); and in the
fourth and fifth plots
we put some guinea
corn. Due to late
planting followed by a
short drought the yield
per acre has not been
high.
As for sanitation
and school organi~
ation, ' we have built
three different kinds
of incinerators, a traplatrine, two wells and
their covers, a . model
A Lagos scout in camp at Ikeja.
house and its furniture
suitable for a village
mallam, all of which were made out of cheap yet long-lasting material.
When the course is over the teachers will go back to their provinces
and act as assistant visiting teachers. They are not .meant t? ~eplac~,. ~ut
to supplement present visiting teachers.. J\lthough. the eX1stmg v1sltmg
teachers did not take any course of th1S kind, theu personal and .evergrowing experience is sufficient. The wor~ of visiting t~~c?ers is not ~t
all easy, for it needs ever-increasing expenence. The v~sltmg teacher 1S
not an inspector; a better name for him would be .helpmg teache~.. ~e
goes from village to'village helping t?e teachers ~nd .v1llag~rs. The v1~ltmg
teacher will be of help to the v1llage 1f he makes 1t h1S hab1t to make fnends
with the teachers, boys' parents, chiefs, and other important people of. the
villages. Through his constant association ,,:ith boys' p~rents, ch1ef~,
teachers, and other important people of the v1llages he wtll know thetr
likes and dislikes and the kind of help to give them.
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FARM AND WEATHER RECORDS

HE Editor has received two interesting sets of school farm and
weather records, one set in the. form of charts like those given in
Batten's Handbook and one in the form of a descriptive article.
These records were not suitable for publication in full, but the
following summaries have been made from them:1. The charts came from Ase Town School. Ase lies on the right
bank of the Ase Creek, near its junction with the Niger, between Gana
Gana and Onitsha. The school has kept careful records of the rise and
fall of the Niger for 1935-1936.
The river was at its lowest at Ase early in May. Towards the end of
that month it began to rise, and reached its highest point about the middle
of October. .At this time it was 25t feet above its lowest level. As the
country round Aseis very flat and low-lying, the river at high water floods
it for many miles, and journeys undertaken on foot or by bicycle at low
water have to be taken by canoe when the water is high.
The water was still high in November, but in December it fell very
rapidly-sixteen inches in the month. Mid-June to Mid-December covers
the high-water period.
Owing to the heavy rainfall and the large expanse of water in the
district, Ase has a very even temperature: The coolest month in 1935 was
January, with an average 9 a.m. temperature of 68° E; and the warmest,
November, with 81° F.
The farms in the district are cleared and burnt from November to
March. Cassava, the principal foodstuff, is planted from November to
the end of February and harvested from May to September. Yams are
planted as late as March and harvested to the end of October.
Fishing is of two kinds. During low water the fish are speared in
ponds and water-courses left behind by the falling river. This sort of
fishing goes on from February to April. Net fishing in open water begins
in June and ends in November.
.
. Canoe building is an important activity carried on chiefly-from February
to October. Food is dear from December to May, cheaper in remaining
months.
There is rain in every month. The first heavy rains in 1935-36 were
from June to August. There was a short dry period at the beginning of
September, followed by the second rains which lasted until the beginning
of November.
Jan. Feb. Mar. Apr. May June

Rainfall
Av. Temp.
9 a.m.

July

Aug. Sept.

Oct.

Nov. Dec.

- - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - ----2·8" 1·0" 8·6'" 3·5"· 5·8" 19·9" 15·1" 18·2" 12·T' 18·4" 5·5" 3·1'"
.

Height of Niger
above lowwater in last
week of month

68°

3'

72°

72°

72°

71°

70°

7-5°

77°

2'

I It'

l'

-

5'

15'

21'

----

77° I 79°

81°

79°

I 26 '

I ;,

4'

-----25'

All Figures approximate only.

The average wind directions recorded were N.E. in January, S.W.
from February to September, S. in October and November, and S.B. in
December.
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The country round Ase can be described as Fresh Water Swamp
Forest, merging into Rain Forest to the north and Mangrove Forest to the
south. The principal economic produce at present is the oil-palm, but it
is thought possible that rice-growing may prove successful; the school
has grown some quite good rice on its experimental plot.
The above paragraphs ar.e written almost entirely from the charts
sent in by the school. Teachers who wish to make a lesson on life in the
Niger Delta might find it worth while to try and reconstruct the charts
for class use from the information given. To understand the rise and
fall of the Niger, The Nigerian Handbook, pages 85 to 88, is helpful.

n. The second set of records comes from St. Patrick's School,
Umuokrika, Owerri. This appears to be a district where farming is at
present not a very profitable or respected occupation. The soil is rich,
but the farmer is poor, and the school is trying to set an example of better
and more profitable agriculture.
Elementary Class n in the school last year planted yams, beans, maize
and okro. They kept records of dates when they planted their crops,
when the seeds germinated, the pollen appeared, and so on. They found
that their highest maize plant grew to a height of 126 inches, and 'their
best yam measured 1 foot 11 inches in length and 1 foot 3 inches in circumference. They carefully compared their record of wet days with the
progress of their crops.
Other classes and the teachers also grew coco yams, cucumbers,
cassava, enini, aruenyi, guinea corn, groundnuts, etc. The crops were
stored and sold to raise money for school games.
The school claims
that methods of farming taught in the school are used at home by the
scholars, and that parents are beginning to be impressed by the results
achieved by the school and to beg for seeds and cuttings, etc., from the
school gardens.
The chief planting season in the district is in February and Match.
The first maize ripens in April and the first yams are ready in June. Crops
are damaged by storms, especially in May, when tornadoes, coming usually
from the south-east, destroy many farms.
Elementary Class

n

Yoruba women have decorative styles of hair dressing and head-gear. This young
'l!l0man, a chief's wife, lives at Ijebu-Ilesha, Oyo Province. Yoruba women are very
mdependent-many are most able traders. In the big towns such as Lagos and
Abeokuta the market women are well organised and able to protect their interests and
put forward their views through appointed representatives.
'

recorded : -

No. of wet
days

THE TEACHING OF YORUBA IN THE
SECONDARY SCHOOLS OF NIGERIA

It will be noted that, as at Ase, there were first and second rains, but
that at Ase the " short dry season" came later than it did further north.

By S.

--------0---------
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AYODELE BANJO, B.A.

(Senior Tuter) , St. Andrew's College, Oyo.

F Africa is to take her rightful place among the Continents," says
General Smuts, "we shall have to evolve a policy which will not
force h.e r in~titutions into a European mould, but which will preserve
~er umty with her own past, conserve what is precious in that past,
and bUlld her future prospects and civilisation on specifically African
foundations ."
.
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Yet are there not people who believe that the African has no past
good enough to s'u pport any kind of civilisation that may prove respectable
in the eyes of the rest of the modern world? By reason of the unexplored
potentialities of the Y oruba language at the present time, this sort of opinion
sounds like a valid objection to any attempt to develop a Y oruba literature.

'To ' ,this objection, however, Profess'or Westermann writes, in his
invaluable book, The African To-dt!J, an effective reply:
" The teaching of the vernacular is by many considered as a waste
of time; this may be true for the pure rationalist and for those who regard
knowledge of a European language and education as two almost identical
things . But if education in Africa means the full development of personality
and the organic growth of a new society, it cannot lose sight of the soil
out of which the existing society has grown and the human values it has
produced. 'The medium for studying and appreciating these things and
for assigning them their due place in the new order of things is the Native
language."
Y oruba is the instrument by which you can sound the bottom. of the
Yoruba man's heart, and by which he himself can express his deepest and
tenderest emotions and feelings . In moments of great excitement, in
sudden joy or sorrow, pain or pleasure, the language of exclamation that
comes first and most naturally to , him is his own mother tongue.
His native language is the one with which he is most thoroughly at
home in the society of his most familiar friends , and in his family circle,
provided, of course, that he has not become completely Europeanised.
In moments of deepest wisdom, the average educated Y oruba prefers to
speak. in his native language, and he is able to drive home his points most
effectively through a series of proverbs with which the Yoruba l:'lllguage,
like most other languages, abounds.
A research into our heritage-cultural and moral--is best conducted
in the Y oruba language. Take, for instance, the lfa Cult, the repository
of Y oruba philosophy. The real substance of the Ifa literature defies
translation. To translate is to mutilate it and rob it of all its be:mty. As
no individual can make any contribution to the world~s advancement by
merely imitating other people, so no nation can make a contribution to
the world's civilisation and advancement if it neglects its own peculiar
mliural endowment and apes people of other nations. , One of the best
gifts God has given us is our native language. Fortunately-or unfortunately-however, we have the liberty toemploy ·or to bury the talent.
.
.
"It has been said, and quite rightly," says Professor Westermann,
" that each person is an individual of its own type that is never repeated,
and that it is the aim of education to develop this individuality to the full
and give it free play. The same is true of nations ; each has its own
genius which is manifest in its feeling, thought, and will, but is nowhere
so clearly br'o ughtout as in the language."
.
The development of a rich Y oruba literature will inevitably result in
furthering popular instruction. There is quite a large number of people
who can read Yoruba only. A rich Yoruba literature will wheedle this '
class of people into knowledge; and to that class should also be added a
multitude of people who left school round about the Fourth Standard of
the Elementary school.
.
In other words, the Y oruba language, used as a vehicle of knowledge,
will diffuse learning more widely than ,the English language can ever do.
Furthermore, an enjoyable Y oruba literature must result in a profitable
employment of leisure by a large number of people.
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. Now, granted that the foregoing statements are cor:ect, the question
anses-w.hat have we done so far, and what are we dOlllg, to develop a
Y oruba l1terature ?
Four stages are distinguishable in the history of Y oruba teaching :
. (1) The genesis of the Y oruba literature is one of the fruits of MisslOnary effort~, the val.ue of which is perhaps not yet fully reco gnised .
The Y oruba l1terature IS born of the'
'
Missionaries' zeal to help their conOne of the anverts to :ead the Bible. Accordingly,
tiquities of Ife,
SouthernNigeria.
the earlIest books in the Yoruba
This magnificent
language were religious books, and
specimen of brass
even now the bulk of Y oruba literacasting is preture is on religious subjects. The
served by the Oni
of Ife. It repreteaching. of the Yoruba language was
sents Olokun, a
done . with a view to religious inwife of Odua and
struction.
mother of Obal(~)

The second stage was that
III WhICh Y oruba reading
was taught as a steppingstone to English, because
English was taught
through translation. All
that was required was
ability to read fluently .
As soon as pupils were
able to do this they put
Y oruba reading aside with
some amount of pride.
.

ufon I, the second
Oni.

(3) Next came a time
when educationists deplored the neglect of
Y oruba. Some training
colleges, keeping abreast
of the times, at once included Y oruba in their
time-tables. But the
teaching consisted merely
of t.he reading aloud by
pupIls of, say, I1rsiwqju
Ero Mimr (Pilgrim's
Progress). Such lessons
proved to be mere waste
of time, and Yoruba
ceased to appear on the
~ime-~abl~. There were not wanting, however, a few teachers with
ImaglllatlOn who gave some useful Y oruba lessons' but they were the
exception, not the rule.
'
(4) The teaching of Yoruba has found its way into the curriculum of
many Secondary Schools for quite a different reason . Y oruba can be
o:ered as a subject for English university examinatio·ns . Then however
t e method of teaching it i~, q~ite natu:ally, though unfortuna~ely, based
ufon the nature of the examlllatlon questlOns . It consists of the translation
~ . pa.ssages from English to Yoruba and vice versa, and some unnecessary
nll In Y oruba ~rammar. What is here fldvocated is a humanistic treatment of the subject.
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The general aim of a course in Y oruba should be briefly as follows : -

(a) To interest pupils in Yoruba literature. The comparative
scantiness of the literature at present is no justification for its
neglect, nor can our neglect of it render the literature less scanty.

Katsina, a young daughter of the
Igbirra, Okene, Northern
NIgeria. Over her shoulder and
wound round her head are samples
of beautiful silk woven by members
of her father's household.
A~ta ~f

(b) To encourage the pupils not only to study, but also to criticise,
such Y oruba literature as we have at present.

(c) To direct the pupil's attention to the help that may be received
from English literature. No great literature has yet developed
completely independent of foreign influence.
(d) To set the pupils to attempt some creative work.
Thus, the two aspects of the course are conservation and creation;
:and each of these should receive adequate attention.
The conservation should take the form of literature study, and should
;include poetry as well as prose. It should include the study of drama and
fiction as well as serious prose. In this connection a rich mine awaits
exploitation. There is a vast quantity of unwritten Y oruba literature.
Women, bards and court historians carry it about in their heads in the
form of oriki and rara; the Ifa priests treasure it as part of their mat~ials
for the work of divination. This literature must be recorded and preserved
for our generations yet unborn.
Under this heading also comes the reading aloud of highly idiomatic
pieces such as abound in Qbasa's Awrn Akewi (Yoruba Philosophy) and
$ob9's poetical works. The aim should be to read with such fluency and
expression as will bring out the beauty of what is read. There should be
silet:J.t reading also for information and enjoyment. Each of these two
forms of reading should be followed by discussions both of matter and of
form-the style, the choice of words, etc.

The Atta of Igbirra,
one of Nigeria's progressive rulers.

There are two schools of Yoruba poetry which we may style the
English school and the Conservative school. The English school would
assimilate Yoruba poetry to English poetry, making the former obey all
the laws of versification of the latter as to rhyme, rhythm, etc. But the
'Conservative school is opposed to any attempt to bring Y oruba poetry
into bondage and would like it to develop along its own peculiar line,
much as it may differ from European poetry in form. The following
examples will make these points clear. The first is a piece of poetry of
the English school. It is part of a dirge in commemoration of the late
:Bishop J ames J ohnson :
Johnson 19, ko tun d'yhin m9 n '
o ti ja ogun yda tan,
o ni isimi li 9kan ;
Johnson 19, ko tun w'yhin m9 n '

Young Ibo musicians,
members of a dance
orchestra.
Strings of
silver beads are fastened
around their heads.

Baba wa 19, ko tun d'yhin m9 n '
o ti san 'gbese yda tan,
o ti gun oke Jordan;
Baba wa 19, ko tun d'yhin m9n'
J ohnson sin ra ry 19 ko to 19 ;

o fyran enia de 'nu,
o fyran ilu ry ju ;

Johnson sin 'ra ry 'ly k'o to 19·
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Ara, y wa mura,
Sily ko i ya wa ;
B'o ba d'igba iku ba de
Ki a le de oke;
Qry, y wa mura
S'ily ko i ya wa.
In contrast to the above, consider the following, taken from Qbasa's
poem on " Ilara " :'
.
A nju w9n
Ko !?e i wi l'yj9,
lja IlaraK~ tan b9r9b9r9,
Ilara alaju :
Ni i mu w9n Gb'ajy:
Ni i mu w(;m !?y '!?o'
Ninnin sunw9n l'ejo
Ara nt'Qka !?a!?a-!?a :
Qka nroju korokoro'
Ninnin ko jy b'a!?9 ry sily,
Ko gbe e f'Qka'
Qla mbi w9n n'nu.
Ekolo mi gbag9 ;
Inu b'adiy !?U!?U'
Qpykyty ndagba,
lnu adam9 nbajy ;
o di baba tan
, lnu mbi w9n'
Adaba ko nani a nkun 'gby
Ina njo yiyy oko n19'

Mter this may come a discussion directed towards a definite aspect of the
poem-the style, the diction, the thought, etc.
To do this profitably the teacher must have spent much time and
thought over his preparation of the lesson. Oral work of this kind
however, should be done only once in a while, and with the definite ai~
of i.mproving the quality of pupil's reading. Most of the period allotted
to literature ~or.k should be ta~en up with ~arefu~ly-directed silent reading,
or to the recitatIon and recordtng of unwntten literature.

The writer of this article has not the least doubt as to his own preference. It is for the Conservative school. But until the question is more
generally discussed, and unanimity-or something near it-reached, one
cannot afford to be dogmatic.
In this article, however, the Conservative point of view is assumed.
The creative aspect of the course should take the form of practical workoral and written. Pupils should be given the opportunity of trying their
hands at the different forms of literature-prose and poetry, fiction and
essays on different subjects.
Translation also should figure among the exercises for the senior
classes. Bardic songs should 'be recorded from the mouths of any bard
available. It goes without saying that the medium of instruction in Yoruba
lessons must be Y oruba.
The working out in full detail of the method of teaching is not possible
within the brief compass of an article of this nature. A carefully-graded
scheme should be prepared by the responsible Head of the School, and
the following is merely suggestive:

Elementary schoolboy~ at Ilorin enjoy'ing a game between class periods.
form a circle and each In turn does a quick somersault.

The lads

At the Junior stage, the literature work should sometimes assume the
form of reading aloud, when the teacher's special attention is directed to
the tonality, and the quality of the reader's expression.

Such silent reading lessons must be inter-connected by a thread of one
purpose running through them. In other words, the matter read
In different lessons should be either continuous or inter-related and should
~nduce the pupils to look forward to what is co~ng next, as do 'the different
tnstalments of newspaper novels. In order to effect this, each lesson
should open with a brief recall of the subject-matter of the previous
lesson.

The pupil must prepare the piece beforehand. The teacher may often
listen with his book closed. Each pupil should read a fairly long passagefor example, the whole of one of Qbasa's or S9b9's short poems. The
reading should be followed bya criticism by the class and the teacher.

~ext, th.e teache.r may write on the black-board a question, or questions,
to gUlde pupIls' reading. When a convenient point is reached, a discussion
may be promoted according to the teacher's discretion. One such lesson
may cover several lesson periods.
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During the reading, the teacher should go round to give help when
needed by the pupils, at their own request. Difficult allusions or passages
should be explained to the whole class at the outset, where such explanation
can be conveniently made, in order to avoid frequent interruption of
pupils' reading. The teacher may fix a time for discussion so that all may
complete the necessary reading before them.
Speedy reading should be encouraged, though not at the expense of
understanding. Pupils should also be encouraged to do some reading at
home. An interesting exercise which should not be neglected, and yet
not overdone, is the analysis into their monosyllabic roots of certain polysyllabic ,words, e.g. "Igbeyawo".
Some suggested books for this stage are :-9m9de Fj.ru-kunrin ti 0 di
Bis9PU (Life of Bishop Crowther), AW9n Akewi I, A W9n A ro19 Orin :;ob9
(1927), Tan' T' 919run by Ajisafy, Ba 'nu S9, by Deniga, Itan 9Y9 (or any
other local history), I~l!!u Itlu Arye (The Mirage of Life), Arye Akamara, by
Ajisafy, Iwe Itan Ogun ati 9t(! Ilu Oke, by Loshi. Further, in connection
with the English lessons, pupils should read some novels and playlets (as,
e.g. 'in the Eight Modern Plays), which should serve as models for practical
work in Y oruba. The ignorance di~played by many educated Yorubaspeaking people regarding Y oruba numeration is perfectly disgraceful.
Oral work should include practice in this.
Practical work in the junior stages may include the writing of stories.
The teacher supplies a theme, or gives a beginning and conclusion, and
asks the pupil to write the story in full. The best two or three results
should be read aloud to the class by their authors, and any remarkably
good one may be published under" Short Stories" in the School Magazine.

Above : A . dec.orative .wall ornament from
N,orthern NIgeria . It IS about 8 inches in
dIameter and has been formed by sewing coloured
beads on to a grass mat.

Playwriting and acting also are useful exercises. But the pupils should
not be thrown entirely upon their own resources too early. The teacher
should take the class through the process of playwriting. The steps are
clearly described in Caldwell Cook's The Playway and in some books on the
teaching of English. A good playlet may be acted by the class during the
period for dramatisation, and if there is one which is very good it may be
acted by the class before the whole school on a Friday afternoon. In
dramatising Bible stories and historical events the actual words of the text,
and the historical orikis, must be carefully preserved.

Right : Wood carving by Mr. J. D. Akeredolu.
Mr. Akeredolu has . now left the Government
Scho.ol, Ow~, a.nd IS devoting all his time to
carvmg. HIS little thorn figures can be purchased from The Manager, C.M.S. Bookshop,
Lagos.

Exercises in prose composition ' should sometimes be given. Pupils
may, for instance, be set to collect materials from home, and to write a
description of, say, the native marriage ceremony, funeral obsequies, the
capping of a chief, etc. Here also the exact wording of traditional formula:
'
must be followed .
Pupils should also try their hands at verse-making. But before doing
this (in their second year, preferably) they should be steeped in Yoruba
poetry, so that they may be able to catch the spirit of native poetry. Keeping the model in mind, pupils should be encouraged to write on any subject
of their own choice either from or outside a list supplied by the teacher.
Good poems should be read to the class by their authors after correction
by the teacher. Very good ones may be read to the whole school.

A lion carved in wood
by Mr. Ahpan Ochuku,
of Utu Etim Ekpo,
Owerri Province.

The aim of the course at the Junior stage should be to introduce
pupils to such Y oruba literature as there is at present, and to give them
some exercise in self-expre sion with a view to disclosing to the pupils
each his own capabilities. In the Senior stage, while the reading of Y oruba
continues, practical work in which pupils are encouraged to develop their
talent should predominate.
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Literature work should be conducted on the lines proposed for the
J unior stage, excepting that literary appreciation should be more critically
pursued ~nd oral work. less freq.uently than at the Junior stage. Among
b?oks sU1table for reading at th1s stage are the following : IJa, by E. M.
L1Jadu ; Itan Eko, by J. B. Losi; Awpn Akiyesi nipa Itan Ill! Eko, by Wood;
A$aro Irin Arye, by Latunde; Enia $oro, by Ajisafy; f)kan Enia, and
f)runmila, poems by Ajisafy; Awon Akewi, Part n, Awon Arofp Orin $obo
(1934), and Gbadebp Alake, poems by A . K. Ajisafy.
Pupils in the senior classes should read poetry based upon the English
system, compare them with those based upon the conservative or indigenous
system, and discuss the merits of each. In the sphere of practical work
t?ere ~h(:>uld ?e co-operation bet~een the English and the Y oruba masters,
s!nce 1t 1S eV1~ent that Y oruba literature has much to gain from English
literature. It 1S from the latter that we can derive the sort of standard at
which to aim, as well as the method of making use of available materials
to achieve our ends.
Verse composition also should find a place among exercises in Y oruba
lessons. The young poets should worship at the shrines of " $ob<;> Arob~o~u Ala~aro Qr<;>," of Aribilo~o, Qbasa, and Danmale; of Bygbaji and
~1~l; and should know unrecorded verses so that having caught inspiratlOn, they should pour out their young souls in pure native accent.·
It is also a good idea for each school to collect an anthology of popular
ballads, and songs in connection with native fables . Pupils should know
as many as possib~e of our unrecorded folk-songs, such as " Ojurounbi,"
and make a collectIon of them.
Further, pupils may read up for, and write, careful essays on such
difficult subjects as plant-life, germs in relation to health, the climate of
Nigeria, the human machine (i.e. Igbe Aiye aw<;>n ohun <;>gbin, Agbara jamu
lo~i ilera <;>m<;> enia, Ori~iri~i igba ati <;>j<;> ni ily wa, Bi ara <;>m<;> enia ti ~e
n~1~y).

Pupils should be encouraged to make research into native customs
and to compile a history of their town and biographies of local celebrities
of the past, all in Y oruba.

~uc~, thel!' is a course in Y or~ba that is likely to interest our boys
and guls 1n theu mother tongue and, 1n the hands of an enthusiastic teacher,
to arouse a desire to explore the potentialities of their mother tongue and
aim at contributing their quota, after their schooldays, to the development
of a respectable Yoruba literature. For a proper study of Yoruba, surely
more than one lesson a week is called for.
The following classification of Y oruba books suitable for literature
work may prove interesting. But it should be noted that the list comprises
with one or two exceptions, only books obtainable at the C.M.S. Bookshop:
Lagos, and its branches. There are a large number of Y oruba books
published by their authors, and a number of them may be used at the
Headmaster's or Principal's discretion.
. TRANSLATED WORKS.

1. The Bible.
2. f)mpde Fj.rukunrin ti 0 di Bis9Pl!, or the Life of Bishop Crowther.
3. Pilgrin/ s Progress.
4. The Mirage.
5. Ju/ius Ctesar.
6. Observation on the History of Lagos.
7. The Heart of Man.
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ORIGINAL W ·ORKS.

(a) . Drama.
. Some societies .at Lagos stage native plays of good quality every year.
Coples may be obtalned from them, especlally the Awe Recreation Club.
(b) Fiction.
Several no,:elettes are published, e.g. Srgilpla I;1f!Yin}u ru, but some of
them are not sUltable for school use.
(t') Moral or Reflective.
1. Tan't'f)lprun.
2. Ba 'nu sp.
3. A$aro Irin Arye.
4. Enia $oro.
5. Arye Akamara.
6. Aiye toto fun, by Adenle.
(d) Historical.
1. I'llle Itan Eko.
2. I'llle Itan f)yp .
3. I'llle Itan AbrokNta, by Lo~i.
4. I'llle Itall AbrokNta, by Aji~afy.
5. I'llit Itan Ibadan.
6. I'llle Itan Ile$a.
7. I'llle Itan Ogun f)tr Ill! Oh.
(e) Religious.
1. IJa.
2. I'lllaSH nipa Igbeyawo.
Poetical.
1. Awpn Akewi, Parts I and 2.
2. Awpn Arofp Orin $obp for 1927 and for 1934.
3. Gbadebp Alake.
4. f)runmila.

Mr. Af<;>labi Johnson published a pamphlet some years ago comprising
some fine Y oruba poems based on the Conservative system of versification.

The skeleton of a frog,
prepared and mounted
by Van der Puye, a boy
of King's College, Lagos,
a successful competitor
for the Marchant Memorial Science Prize .

SALT- AND SOAP-MAKING IN WARRI
PROVINCE
By G.

I

of the
.
£medicine, a proper mixture
d
'salt and palm-oil is a very go 0 d OIntment
or use on sores pro uced by bolls and abscesses.
exported by the Itsekiri and
. !he fish and s~lt
1)0 ~nbes form the ma~n
marketable products
for
hich h they
obtaIn
foodstuffs and other articles
rom t e Urhobo and
the Kwale tribes. The pots
when broken, are used
by trappers as baits fo;
hedge-hogs and some
species of antelopes.

OHWOTEMU OWEH,

r

Warri GOl'ernment School.

N No. 8 issue of this magazine, under "Palm Produce Industry", I
described the harvesting and preparatio.n of the products of one of
the most important trees that grow wild · in the tropical forests of
Nigeria. In this issue of Nigeria I intend to give as vivid information
as possible about two allied crafts practised in common by the four tribes
of Warri Province.
I.
The uses of the products of this craft place the craft
SALT-MAKING
among the important ones of the Province. It is a
craft practised both by the Itsekiris and the Ijos, and is practised entirely
for local consumption. The craft is in the hands of a few people in the
areas where it is practised; as a result, local demand does not fall below
the production.
For educational purposes, I shall treat the craft in the form that might
be modified for use as lessons in Local Geography.
(a) Tools: A salt-maker uses the following tools :-axes and matchets,
big iron pots, special native-made clay pots (Itsekiri : Agbala), trivets, cane
baskets, and ladles.
(b) Materials: The materials used are roots of mangrove trees and a
little quantity of palm-oil for testing.
(c) Method: The following are the steps and their descriptions as
adopted in salt-making : (i) Gathering the Materials :- The young roots of mangrove trees are
collected towards the end of the rainy season. (The season should be well
marked beca~se old roots do not produce good salt. The fresh and young
roots which begin growth during the rains are gathered towards the end
of the season.) Early in the dry season the roots are dried and burnt to
ashes. The ash is gathered and the charcoal is pounded into powder.
(ii) Draining :- The ash, with the powdered charcoal, is put into
closely-woven baskets placed over big iron pots. Water is poured into
and agitated in the baskets. Fine particles of ash and charcoal pass through
the fine meshes of the baskets into the iron pots.
(iii) Boiling:-The iron pots are set over fires and the salt water,
obtained by draining into the iron pots, is boiled into paste. When the
paste is becoming fairly solid, a little quantity is scooped out. A few drops
of palm-oil are put into the pastescooped out. This is to test the quality
of the salt. If the salt is bad, the palm-oil will float on the surface of the
paste. If the salt is good, the oil will get mixed up with the paste and
produce a rich yellow colour.
(iv) Completion :-After testing, the boiling paste is scooped into the
clay pots (Itsekiri : Agbala) and set over fires, where it is left to harden into
cakes. The salt water which oozes out at this stage is sometimes collected
and used in dishes also. When the salt is sufficiently hardened, the pots
are wrapped over with mangrove leaves.
(d) Uses: Some of the salt is kept by the maker, but a great quantity
is exported to the Urhobo and Kwale areas, where the demand is neverabating. The salt is used in all native dishes, but especially in peas-pudding,
palm-oil soup (Urhobo: Oghwo evwiri), and the tonic soup (Urhobo:
Irhiboerhare), which I described in No. 8 issue of the magazine. As
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Salt for sale in the market at Asaba. The preparation of salt b h ·
.
Y e e'!laporatlon of
sea water is an unknown industry in Nigeria . TF
v ,ast ·q uant't'
lIes tare
Imported.

Th' .
IS IS a secondary craft practised by the Urhobo
.
and. the Kwale women in areas where the dominatin
craft IS palm produce Industry. There is no export trade in this craft
to other provInces. The tools and the method are almost simil
thos~ of salt-I?aking, but the materials are of a much wider range . ~h~o
conSIst of .dned palm-nut cones, stems of purging-nut trees datro h~
Curcas),. skins of yams and plantain and the stem of a wild climbi
known In ~r,hobo as "Eworie." It is an all-season craft, but forn!fs~~:
of dryness It IS mostly practised in the lesser wet season.
2

S·OAP-MAKING

r

. b rJe~ burni~g the materials and draining the ash, the water obtained
IS d olhe tn large Iron pots. When it b.ecomes solid, the pots are put down
an ~ e paste left to cool. T,he soap IS, of course, used for washin and
bathing purposes; but the mIxture of soap and soot is used as a fir~t-aid
measure on fresh wounds.
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SOCIAL SERVICE AT KAKE

I

Described by Dr. C. E.

LIBERT.

under their care. They will also be able to give advice to the mothers of
infants, and treatt?ent to th: babies in .their neig~b01;rhood and thus help
to reduce the terrtble mortality among tnfants whIch IS the rule in Nigeria.
I think that such work and training opens a whole new field of Social
Service, which might be emulated all over the country, with great advantage .

THINK most of us have heard rather a lot about " Social Service"
. during the last few months. Various sc~emes ~ave b~en put into
operation by the schools and a.re working sat~sfactortly, suc~ as
voluntary water-carrying to the poor and the Infirm and varIOUS
other duties of a sanitary nature.
I have discovered yet another most noble way of giving one's services
for the good of others.
Miles away from the big cities and important centres, five miles ~r?m
Kumba in the Cameroons in the bush, there is an Elementary Tralrung
Centre. This is at Kake, ~nd anybody who has been there will agree that
it is " bush" indeed.
An Infant Welfare
Centre was started a
mile and a quarter from
the school, on the outskirts · of Kake village.
Mrs. Gaskin, the wife
of the Education Officer
in charge, started it with
the help of Mrs. Martin,
an Elementary School
teacher, who is also the
wife of the Headmaster
of the E. T. C. They
used a derelict mission
church for their good
work, and they obtained
a supply of simple
medicines and dressings
from
the Medical
The brothers" Njian."
Officer at Kumba.
The clinic soon gained popularity. It was then decided to erect a
suitable building to house the clinic. All the boys and ma~ters of the E: T.C.
set to work, with a gift of materials obtained ~rom the ~lllagers, a.nd In .no
time a native hut was built of carraboard, wtth a specIal room In which
supplies could be locked up safely. A space was left all round under the
roof to admit light and air.
Soon, however, Mrs. Gaskin went on leave and Mrs. Martin was
transferred and all the good work so successfully begun seemed about to
end.
Luckily, two students-the brothers "Njian "-of the E.T.C.
volunteered to take over the clinic. They soon learned all there was to
know and the show became even a greater success than before. As many
as 50 babies and children would attend every Wednesday at 4.30 p.m.,
and revel in an orgy of worm medicine, quinine, and a bath with soap,
because we have a rule which says: "No bath, no medicine."
It is only right to let you see the portraits of these two excellent
voluntary workers.
When the Njian brothers eventually qualify as teachers in the Elementary Schools, they will ~ave gained most valua~le experience in the treatment
of minor maladies and In the method of runrung an Infant Welfare Centre.
Wherever they may be stationed they will be able to help the children

The reading books are then opened, and the class told where to start
and stop. Each pupil, when finished, shuts or turns over the book automatically. When the greater part of the class have finished, the whole
are told to shut their books-no pupil is allowed to read over the piece
twice or get it by heart. Then the teacher asks his prepared questions on
the meaning of the section, to test comprehension.
Other sections are studied in the same way. Long questions and
short answers are better than short questions which give long answers.
It is only a waste of time to ask one pupil to try and repeat the whole story.
As from the second year, about two-thirds of any reading lesson should be
silent, and only one-third oral.
One finds as a result of early training in silent reading that boys read
quicker, and constantly require more readers, before they come to the end
of their elementary course. But it is no good making boys read silently
a piece or book more than once, for this leads to loss of interest and
concentration. (Yet pieces read silently come in well for oral reading and
help to avoid petty mistakes.)
Beginning with a sentence or two, as the pupils become more used to
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--------01--------SILENT READING
By

S

MALLAM AHMADu

W AZIRI,

Visiting Teacher, _Adamawa PrOllincl.

ILENT Reading is important. In the great majority of cases a grownup does not re~d aloud, but to himself or herself. . Hence training
of children in school in the art of silent reading is very necessary.
Many Mrican children give up reading when they leave school.
Amongst other reasons for this is lack of interest in reading, which largely
results from a wrong method taught them in their school-life. Silent
reading is a method of increasing interest, since it quickens reading with
understanding.
The method is simple, and it can take form as a full lesson as early
as a pupil's second year at school, where local vernacular books are used.
Even in the first year it can be practised from the blackboard, once the
boys are able to read reasonably. This early practice is necessary, if full
use is to be made of silent reading later, and it is of particular importance
and advantage when the elementary curriculum contains a "language
switch."
The most suitable pieces for silent reading are stories or narrative
pieces, but not descriptive pieces, for in · them are met new words and
strange proper names. A piece having been chosen, all new and difficult
words are first written on the blackboard and the boys drilled in their
meaning. Once the pupils have all the meanings by heart, the words are
rubbed out.

it, they are given longer pieces, up to a limit of about 1,000 words in
Class IV. But here it is difficult to be precise, since all depends on the
intrinsic difficulty of the piece-or, from the teacher's point of view, the
number of questions that can well be asked on it.
In the later stages the asking of questions becomes a test. Sometimes
oral answers, sometimes written answers on slips, can be given to the
question. If the teacher times the class, noting the time taken by each
pupil to complete the section before shutting the book, and marks answers,
then correlating speed and accuracy, a good estimate is formed of a child's
ability to understand the written work.

MARRIAGE AMONGST THE JEKRI TRIBES
AS CONTRASTED WITH THAT AMONGST
THE HAUSA TRIBES
By S. O .

TEMIETAN,

Kaduna College.

T

HOSE of t;I1y readers who ~ave not been privileged to live amongst
the ]ek!I or the Hau~a trIbes, and w~o are interested ~n knowing
something about th~1t f<;>rI?s of marrIage, may find thIS article of
.
. some help .. . Th~t NIgerIa IS full of very many tribes, each varying
In custom a~d tr~dlt1on, IS common knowledge. My reason for choosing
these two trIbes IS to c~)fltrast, . by way of d~scription, a typical marriage
amongst t~e Southe.rn trIbes, taking my own trIbe-one of the] ekri tribesand a typIcal marrIage amongst the Northern tribes (taking the Hausa as
example) as representatives of two different aspects of Nigeria's native
forms of marriage.

:'~~R~~~~ THE
JEKRI TRIBES

Ih olden day~, the daughters of true )ekri men could
only be marrIed to the sons of the sOIL Parents were
very careful to maintain a pure line descent. This
w~s done to avoid any hybrids produced by inter-marriage with other
trIbes, whom they looked upon as inferior.
Thus, before any marriage was contracted, the parents of the girl
would find out all about the husband-to-be-his parents, where they came

Not a prisoner, but Mr. Theophilus Akinyelure, the
efficient and cheerful Postmaster of Idanri, Ondo Province,
looking through t'he bars of the strong room.

In view of the above, silent reading is started in Adamawa Province
towards the end of a boy's first year in Pulani Reader Il. ':(he more he gets
used to it, the quicker he reads. When he finishes this he goes on to
Pulani Reader IV. (Pulani Reader Ill, containing unconnected pieces, is
unsuitable for silent reading and is kept for oral reading only.) When
Reader IV is finished the pupil goes on to East's Stories of Old Adamawa.
As a result, by the time he gets to the end of his second year, a boy will
have finished five books in his own vernacular.
When he reaches Class Ill, the language of instruction changes to
Hausa, of which he has often little or no knowledge. The ability to read
silently in his own language (Fulfulde), acquired during-and well
established by the end of-his second year, enables him very quickly to
get a working knowledge of the new language (Hausa). As the amount of
reading he can do on his own is, for the same reason, great, he soon obtains
a considerable "passive" knowledge of Hausa. Our main difficulty is
the lack of Hausa readers (except Labaru na da da na yanzu, now out of
print) designed to meet the needs of the young" silent" reader.
[N.B.-One point in the above calls for comment. In the jirf! three or four
years of learning English, it iJ usually better for the child to see the silent reading
queffions before he begins to read. One aim of thiJ iJ to teach the child to search for
tbe important points 0/ the passage. Children need guidance in thiJ at jirff.]

A dug-out canoe propelled by paddlers passing up the Enyong Creek from Itu to Aro
Chuku. The creek is bordered on both si4es by dense forest country. The trunks of
the t~ees . by the water edge are covered with ltchens, ferns and orchids. Water lilies
flourIsh In the clear brown water. In days past the creek had a sinister reputation
for dark deeds associated with the .slave traffic.
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from, and whether any disease was characteristic of his family. These
facts were of vital importance.
If the prospective husband was found suitable, the parents would
agree to the marriage. This method of procedure-from our modern
point of view-is one that is open to legitimate criticisms :(a) That it often occasioned unhappy marriages, because in many
cases daughters were forced to marry those they did not really love.
(b) That the policy of East to East and West to West is, indeed,
conservative and will culminate . in tribal hatred and prejudice which, in
the past, were the sources of inter-tribal wars.
Nowadays, of course, parents-thanks to education-have realised
the folly of unflinching adherence to traditional prejudice. Before any
marriage is contracted, the opinions of daughters are now first sought
and the choice of husbands amongst the many who may propose to them
is not restricted to the same tribe.
The true Jekri man does not receive a penny from the husband of his
daughter as dowry in the usual sense. All that is required of him is
his assistance in odd jobs. He is also expected to be courteous and polite
to every member of the family and relatives of the girl, both young and old.
But in some villages there are parents who are naturally greedy and would
want a dowry of not less than £12. In any case, when a dowry is paid,
the husband claims back his money should they cease to be husband and
wife. The present young men think this system unjust and are not now
willing to ask for a refund of dowry.
Usually a girl is married at the average age of 16, but a man wishing
to marry a girl may convey his intention to her parents earlier by sending
some elderly men. The parents of the girl in turn inform their daughter,
and if she is in agreement they also agree. The husband-to-be now pays
frequent visits to his parents-in-law after he has received the girl's consent.
The parehts then inform the man when the marriage contract will be made.
The day appointed comes.
The man · pays 12/~ which, according to custom, is equivalent to a
case of gin in olden times. He also buys a piece of white cloth which will
be used on her first day of arrival at the husband's house. The families
and relatives of both the girl and the husband meet at the house of the
girl's father, and the native ceremony of pouring down the wine is performed, and a day appointed for the husband to come for his wife. The
h~sband now goes away and gets ready.
The day comes and a canoe is well dressed for her reception. The
bridegroom, now in his best, enters the canoe, sitting in a special place
well decorated for him and his wife. Drummers, paddlers and two strong
men to carry the bride next enter, and off they go. The bride at this time
is well-bedecked with coral beads and fine clothe~ ready for the husband.
The husband comes in company of the strong men to take away the bride.
The family and relatives of the bride now formally refuse to give her
out. Here the husband has to spend some few shillings in order to pacify
them. At last the bride is given away. She sheds tears in that she is
leaving her parents and relatives, but rejoices at the prospects that await
her at her husband's house. She is carried into the canoe by the two
strong men and off they go, while the sound of some typical African music
fills the air.
The parents now anxiously await the report of the husband. The
pride of good home-training goes to the mother if the husband finds her a
virgin, and he pays £3 to the girl's parents in recognition of good breeding.
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Mr. F. O. A . AzagbaJohnson, a maker of cast
aluminium number plates
for cars, also name
plates for dwellinghouses and offices. The
Editor is very pleased
to recommend this craftsman. His postal address
is 58 Ajeniya Street,
Obalende, Lagos.

If t?e wife is later on divorced, any man wishing to marry her may
do so WIthout any ~urthe~ ceremony. Nowadays, of course, many young
~~n rrefer. the frtends~:p method of marriage to the ceremonial type.
s orm IS ~mown as Ukun," meaning "Friendship," in which two
10J.ers c:an-Wlth the consent of their parents-live together as husband and
e .wlthout a~y ceremony. The latter method is very unsatisfactory in
tdi t It tends . to lllcrease. the number of unmarried women, for they can be
spensed WIth at any tIme.
.

ha

~~~R~~~i THE

Although .the Hausa people seem to realise better the
sacred umon between man and woman in that no
. woman can live with a man as wife, unle~s the native
ceremony of tylllg ~he marriag~, or "daure amre," as they call it, is
lMrfo.r med, yet mar~lage according to them is not really a strict bargain.
arrlage . can be dIssolved even after three days, by the man merel
pronounclllg the words "aure ya mufu"-that is "th
.
.Y
dissolved." His word is law.
'
e marnage IS
HAUSA TRIBES

!here are . t'"':o tYP~,s of marriage amongst the Hausa tribes. The
~~rnage 2f a vlrglll, :;r aure bbudduruwa," and the marriage of a divorced

bY" or . au,re mache.

These two are very distinct in their ceremonies
ut In pnnclple are essentially alike.
.
,

The marrz:age of a virgin, or "aure bbudduruwa." Normally when a
sees a gul whom he likes, he . sends someone with some mone
:~ttally to tell the parents his intention to marry her. The parents in tur~
" Sorr;J khe,~. !n some cases, the father of a girl may give her away as
. aT", a a -I.e. free of any cost. Or he may give her away in marriage
wlth~)Ut her knowledge of the man whom she is to marry until she goes
to his house.
~~r:

Th To marry a Hausa. girl costs about four to five pounds on the average.
e amount to be paId, of course, is not stipulated. After the parents .
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have been informed, occasionally the man sends a present of about five to
ten shillings to the family. If he spends up to four or five pounds in all
before the girl comes to his house, he may receive back up to five pounds
cash, or its equivalent in gowns, guinea-corn, etc., when the bride comes
to his house.
On the whole, to marry a Hausa girl is always a good
bargain for the males.

" Beiko ceremony." This is the time the parents of the girl formally
inform their relatives and the public about the marriage of their daughter.
The husband summons some select young men, usually his relatives and
friends, to represent his side. The father of the girl also summons some
young men to represent the girl's side. Both these parties meet at the
girl's uncle's house, together with the families of both the girl and the
husband, on the day appointed.
The husband brings a " kwerrya goro "-i.e. a calabash full of kola-nuts
with about ten shillings. They make" Adu-a," a form of prayer, and the
kola-nuts are distributed amongst the people. This ends the solemn but
formal announcement of the marriage. A day is then appointed for the
" Biki " ceremony.

I

" Biki ceremony." This is the time the marriage is contracted. About
four days before the marriage contract the bride is taken to where her
mother's relatives stay; here her hands and feet are dyed and her hair plaited.
The husband now brings seven pieces of expensive clothes, a p; ir of
sandals and a "kwerryag(Jro." The marriage is tied in the morning and
in the evening the girl is taken to her husband. The husband is not always
present to receive her, being then represented by his friend, "Abokin
ango," or the "best man."
I t is amusing to watch the procession of old women and girls all in
black clothes, taking the bride to her husband. They utter shrill and
unintelligible sounds, "yew-Ioo-Ioo-Ioo-oo!" all along the streets, informing
the public of what is happening.
The girl now arrives at the husband's house. Food is got ready for
the women. After eating, the " Abokin ango," or best man, sends them
away with a few shillings. Some bridesmaids remain to keep her composed.
At midnight, when the bridesmaids are asleep, the husband comes
and takes his wife away. If she is found a virgin she receives from the
husband a present of perfumes and kola-nuts, or other things.

An ,African ~nnouncer giving out the local news at the wireless relay broadcasting
statIon, IkoYI, Lagos. Much use is now being made of the station for the purpose
of school broadcasts.

Marriage of a divorced lady or "aure mache." This, unlike" aure
bblldduruwa/' is not as ceremonious. A divorced lady is only eligible for
marriage after three months of divorce from her former husband. The
man wishing to marry her may tell her direct his intention to marry her.
If she agrees, the next thing is to bring the necessary things for the marriage.

ON PASSING EXAMINATIONS
By K. B.

FORGE,

It costs about 25/- to 30/- to marry a previously-married woman. In
any case, the woman brings along with her something near the amount
the man spends on her. The following is a list of some of the articles
the man has to bring :1. Two cloths.
4. Kurdin godia, 1/-.
5. Kurdin Takalmi, 5d.
2. Kurdin Sardakin, 10/-.
3. Kurdin Lefe, 6d.
6. A bag of millet.
When these things are brought, a ma/lam or local priest, performs
the ceremony of the marriage. The kola-nuts are distributed amongst
the relatives and the neighbouring people. From the day the marriage
is contracted the bride-to-be is free to pay the man visits at any time she
wishes before she actually comes to his house.

VERY year many examination candidates in Nigeria fail not because
they do not know enough English, or Mathematics, or Latin, but
because they do not know how to tackle an examination paper.
, , In mo~t examinations candidates are told what to bring to the
examtnatl~n roo~ In the way of pen, ink, pencil, ruler and so on, and it is
wor~h taking a little trouble to see that everything necessary has been
o?tal~ed. Most, people write most quickly and pleasantly with a broad
mb, hke a "Rehef." Two properly-sharpened pencils and a good piece
~f ~oft rubber are useful. Ink erasers are to be avoided; it is quicker and
tldIer to cross out errors in written work than to rub them out. If ink
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Superintendent of Education.

has to be taken, it should be good blue-black ink, not thin and watery and
not green or mauve. A second bottle containing red ink may be useful
for diagrams.
Inside the examination room candidates receive various instructions
from the presiding examiner, and find further instructions printed at the
head of every paper. To neglect these instructions is to set foot on the
high road to failure. Schools ought to give practice in following such
instructions in their weekly and quarterly tests, so that pupils get used to
the words and phrases used. Unfortunately, many teachers write only the
questions on the board, and give any instructions verbally, which gives
pupils no practice in carrying out written instructions.
Candidates are often told how many questions to answer. Suppose
the number is four questions out of eight and the pass mark is 50 per cent.
A foolish candidate spends much time answering two questions only. He
writes good answers, and gets 21 out of 25 marks for the first, 23 for the
second, a total of 44, and fails. A wise candidate, finding he has four
questions to answer in two hours, allows himself about twenty-five minutes
for each question. He answers four questions, perhaps not so well or so
fully as his less wise fellow-candidate. He gets 15, 15, 10, and 12 marks,
a total of 52 per cent., and passes. A third candidate, most unwise of all,
answers six questions when asked to answer not more than four, and has
so many marks deducted for his unwisdom that he fails altogether.
It is as well to be careful, but it is fatal to be too slow. The handwriting must be easy to read, but beyond that slow writing is much more
likely to cause failure than is poor handwriting. Speed as an essential
feature of good writing is much neglected in our schools. On the other
hand, the arrang~ment and setting out of the paper is important. A paper
which is pleasant to look at and easy to mark puts the marker into a friendly
temper. Every question should be clearly and correctly numbered. There
should be a blank space of a few lines between one answer and the next.
Lists of words, names, and so on, should be tabulated in columns, not
written straight along the line. It is permissible to write along the top
line of a page, but not in the space above that line. Here again schools
ought to give examination candidates some instruction and advice on the
setting out of various kinds of answers: it is a proper part of Composition
teaching.
Instructions as to rough work should be followed carefully. Unnecessary rough work is a waste of time, often causes mistakes, and should
be avoided altogether; but unless instructions to the contrary are given
all necessary rough work should be done on the answer paper, and not on
odd scraps. Candidates often get credit for sensible rough work, and lose
marks for not shewing up rough work the examiner considers necessary.
Rough work should be neatly crossed out without waste of time.
Before beginning to write, read the whole paper through and choose
the questions you are going to answer (this, of course, does not apply to
Speed Tests or Ballard and similar tests). Some candidates find it helpful
to make short notes of important points for all their answers while their
brains are fresh. It is encouraging to remember that the examiner cannot
ask very many questions in any subjects. There are probably not more
than fifteen to fifty different questions which he can ask; but he can ask
each of those questions in a hundred different ways. Candidates should
therefore say to themselves, "This question is about something I have
learned; what is the point the examiner is getting at? What does he
really want? " The next question to be asked is, " In what form does he
want the answer, a map or an essay, a table or a paragraph, in miles or in
yards, to three decimal places or to the nearest whole number? "
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It is most essential that answers should be sensible, even if wrong.
Candidates are expected to show commonsense and some knowledge of
the world of real life outside the examination room. In a recent examination a candidate was asked the number of hours of work of a Nigerian
labourer. He answered "twenty-four hours," his labourer apparently
needing no food, rest, or sleep: that was not a sensible answer. The
candidate asked to calculate the size of a football field, who finds his
calculations give him the figure of 10 acres, should say to himself, " I know
the size of a football field is about one acre; I must have made a mistake."
Then he can look for his error. In this connection, far too few teachers
pay enough attention to enabling their pupils to make rough approximations of the probable answer to an Arithmetic problem, as a check on the
answer obtained by detailed working.
Candidates often fail, especially in History, Geography, and other
"General Subjects" because they cannot use maps and diagrams. It is
essential to remember that these are a kind of shorthand; they should be
used to save time. Maps and diagrams should be large and clear. They
should shew correctly what they are intended to shew; but if they take a
very long time to draw, then they are bad, because they fail as" shorthand."
If in pupils' note books in such subjects we found as much space given to
maps, charts, graphs, tables, and other illustrations, as is given to written
notes, more candidates would pass.
Markers give more marks when they mark by detail than when they
mark on a general impression. An answer in which there are several short
paragraphs, each making a single point, and in which it is easy to see where
each paragraph begins, is likely to score separate marks for each paragraph.
If the same answer is written in a single paragraph the mark given for a
general impression of the whole is liable to be less than the total of the
marks for each paragraph in the paragraphed form.
In many examinations it is necessary to pass in an Essay paper.
Candidates are liable to forget that as many marks may be allocated to the
matter as are allocated to the language, grammar, punctuation, and so on.
A good essay is interesting, or amusing, or informative, or all three. One
good way to interest a reader is to tell him something he does not know,
and a good way to do that is for the candidate to write about what he
himself has seen, and done, and thought, and felt. The arrangement of
the matter of the Essay is another point to which a large proportion of the
marks are often allocated. The candidate who shews up a rough scheme
of paragraph headings (neatly crossed out) toshew that he thought out the
arrangement of his Essay before he began to write, will almost certainly
get credit for doing so.
Two minor points to conclude. The marker is human, and therefore
influenced by "impressions." The candidate who puts a good answer at
the beginning of his paper, puts the marker into a hopeful frame of mind,
and a good answer at the end leaves him with a favourable impression.
The . candidate who lets his head fall down on his work strains his eyes,
restricts his breathing, and quickly gets tired. Moreover he sees only one
or two words or figures at a time, and is so likely to lose the connection
with his previous work and make errors and omissions. The eyes should
be kept from eight to twelve inches from the paper, and the back reasonably
straight.
.

[The above is expanded from a talk given at the end of last year over the Lagos
Schools RadioDiffusion Service.]
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THE MAKING OF AKPAN :IF:lR:lK:l
By A. J. Uno EMA,
Methodist Institute, Oron, Calabar.

Materials.
1.
2.
3.
4.

Nkara (in Ibibio)
Ufat or Mat (Ibibio)
(,,)
Eifat)
Ukpo
(,,)

a kind of rattan palm.
a convolvulous akin to yam plant.
obtained from a palm branch.
soft, tight, white wood which does not
easily crack, and is white ant-proof.

Uses of Materials.
No.
No.
No.
No.

1.
2.
3.
4.

For Etibe-Akpan (stakes).
For weaving strands.
For weaving.
For base. For the base any wood possessing the same qualities may be used.

~:.: .:: .::.:.::: .: ::.::~
V'ijI •

• • • • • • • • • • • • • • •~

Tools.
1. Ofut (Efik)
2. Onun (Efik)
3. Ebene (Ibibio)
4. Editip or Etip (Ibibio)
5. Iqua Mfiomo (Ibibio)
6. Nuk-ndian (Ibibio)
7: Uquok (Ibibio)

Setting up the Stake.

cutlass : for chopping wood to the
required size.
a kind of chisel used by wine palm
tappers: for planing the wood.
a kind of bodkin for making necessary
spaces for inserting strands.
a borer for boring holes along the edges
of the base.
a knife for blackening the bevelled
edges of the base.
penknife for cutting off ends of strands.
sandpaper leaf for polishing the base.

.AKPAN :JF:JR:JK:J

~

2. Cleaning Materials.(a) Chop the wood to required size, plane it with onun, bevel the edges
of the wood, bore holes along bevelled edges, put eftomo in fire and when

.

The two bottom holes at the corner
have 07U' common oulktaltht top.

Fixing

up tlu

Strands

...............
•.•.•............

• •

L -_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _

Apfi.J'n5 first EFA!J

it becomes red hot, apply it along the edge to give the blackening effect.
Polish the wood with uquok. Now the base is ready. (The long sides of
the base need care-see diagram.)
(b) There are two pairs of etibe akpan. Cut them to required lengths.
The lengths must be determined by the dimensions of the base. After
82

... .. ..

The wooden base .showing the Mwlled ~ and holes.

Processes.
1. Collecting Materials.- These need to be very carefully chosen. For
eifa!J the sort of palm branch suitable is such as is used in making a fence,
or put between wattles in a house. Only a branch of this type gives stiff
eifa!J, which gives strength to the sides of a completed basket. Eifa!J should
be thoroughly dried before it is cleaned and used, to avoid the dirty grey
appearance such as one often observes in baskets sold in markets. Ufat or
Afat should not be kept long before being used, so as to avoid this dirty
grey appearance. To avoid keeping ufat orafat long before using it, it is
advisable to collect eifat), nkara and base and get them ready first, so that
when ufat is ready the work may be started immediately.

... . .

0;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;.?b
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cutting the etibe akpan, clean them and prepare them as shown in diagram.
Crooked ones must be straightened.
(c) Cut to size and clean a thoroughly dried eiJa!).
(d) Clean ufat of its spikes and green coating. Cut it to required
length-preferably between first and third nodes. (See diagram.) After
splitting the pieces to required widths, clean them again, and have one end
cut off slantwise to allow of easy threading. Remember that if the strands
are broad the sides of the basket will be weak. Broad strands are only
good for winding.
3. Setting up the Stakes.-First of all set up the two long etibe akpan.
Have them securely tied to the base; then add the short pair.
Tie them
to the former etibe akpan and secure them at the bottom to the base. (See
diagram.)

4. Fixing the Strands.-A careful study of the diagram makes this
clearer than one's pen can make. The point to observe is that the fixing'
is worked in this way: Oboro kiet
Adiana iba
Oboro kiet: i.e. single
double
single. In single, the strand goes into one hole; in double, into
two. . The square end of the strand should come out in front as shown in
the diagram. In weaving it is the end cut slantwise that is used, and the
square end is held with the left thumb and index and forefingers. The
square end is then bent to the right to be covered by the knot of the next'
strand. (See diagram.) Notice that the strands have back and front .
The front is the pulpy side. This side should face outward to the weaver
after each weave, but the knot made should have the back of the strand
facing outward to the weaver.

+

+

+

+

5. Appfying the First EiJa!).-The method of weaving can be clearly
seen in the diagram. The part of eifa!) to go round the corner must have
less pulp than other parts to make it more pli:able. It is advisable to cut
eifa!) to the lengths that will not require joinings. It is safe to cut it to
the length that will go round the basket several times. If joining is:
essential, it should be done at the corners for the sake of convenience, neatness
and safety.
6. Appfying other EiJa!).-Eifa!) are applied one on top of another as
shown in diagram. Constant pushing inwards of the sides as the weaving
continues will make the sides bulge out to the required size; otherwise
the bulging will be excessive, and the sides of the basket will be weak.
7. Designs.-Patterns are obtained by omitting some strands when
weaving. Those acquainted with raffia weaving can easily achieve patterns
in their work. The laymen in raffia work can achieve the same by taking
a little time to scrutinise some finished work of either raffia or this kind ot
basket. It is not possible to explain the method in an article of this type.:
8. The Finish.- Take a strand, pass it behind the etibe akpan, bring it'
over to the front, cross it behind the strand itself on the right, bring it over
to the front on the left of the strand, pass it over the etibe akpan, then pass
it behind and under the etibe akpan to the front, wind it round the strand,
and with the help of ebene pass it through a knot made with the same strand.
The finish needs the greatest care.

Mter weaving and finishing, trim the ends of strands with a penknife,
then pass the basket over a fire with very little smoke to burn off the finer
ends which would take the hand a long time to trim off, get some warm
water and have the basket washed, and your Akpan ;)fur<>k is completed.
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NOTES

CORRESPO N DE NCE
The Editor of NIGERIA.

31st January, 1938.

SIR,

I? c~)flnectiot;l with M~. R. M. Ojezua's Nature Note in No. 12, p. 57,
of Nl~erza re&a~dtng an oIl-palm tree which has two stems, I think the
followtng addltIOnal note may solve the problem.
11 Six miles from Aba on the Owerri-nta-Aba road there is an old market
ca ed "Eke-Akpara". Three miles south of "Eke-Akpara" on the
Umlumd.a bush roa~ there stands a very strange oil-palm tree with six branches
exc u tng the matn stem.
.
As narra.ted by an old chief in whose area this wonderful palm stands
~t was an ord~nary palm tree until it had attained a height of about eightee~
eet: Then Just below the leafstalks deep holes were made by rats or
squurels.
f Rats li:ed in these ~oles and ate the soft outer parts of different varieties
o palm fru~ts. T~ey d1s~arded the hard nuts, and when they migrated the
str~w use.d tn keeptng the1~ h~me cosy rotted as rain dripped into the holes
an prov1ded a damp, ferttle slte for the germination of the nuts.
The new trees developed from the nuts became naturally grafted on
to the old stock.
When bearing, the fruits were found to be different from each other
Sor;ne o.f the ~ruit~, were" Nkwu Abuba ", which in Ibo means" a alrr:
fr~t v.;lth w1ngs ; some" Osukwu" fruits with thick covering p and
ot ers 'Okpuruka" with thin covering.
. If Mr. Ojezua carefully examines the palm tree he has described he
w111 probably see traces of a hole on ~he main stem through which the
supposed b.ranch sprang. But Mr. OJezua must notice that roots and
leafstal~s m~ght ha-:-e, I. think, covered the actual hole, so he should be ver
careful tn h1s eXamInatIOn.
y
Yours truly,
(Sgd.) J. IGWE,
Headmaster,
The Methodist Central School,
Igumale, N.E.R.
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MY EXPERIENCE WITH WILD ANIMALS: THE BUSH PIG
By

T

J.

1. G .

ONYIA,

Headmafler, Asaba Government School.

HE .bush 'pig-a~cordi?g to. my ?Wn observation-like any other
w1ld a~l1mals, 1ncludIng buds, 1S hardly, if at all, frightened by
the n01se of a .gun. It is the sight of the hunter, his stamping on
the gro~nd, h1s utterance of any sound, the shaking of the bush
the alar~s of ~quurels and some other animals and birds which really scar~
away ~n1mals 1n the bush. Sometimes they do run or flyaway on hearing
the no~se of a gut;l, but they generally return or resume their normal movements tn a short ttme if they fail to see the hunter or hear his noise. Animals

8:5

. are accustome d to the noise of thunder and falling trees, hence, perhaps,
they cannot distinguish that of a gun.
.
. de ends upon his nose for knowledge of danger, and the leader
Aah~gthtoldest male) has the keenest sense of smelling. ~ a ~udt~r
(
ge~er comin near to where the leader is, especially w~en t e. WlO IS
av01~s f or! the direction of the hunter, he succeeds 10 cotnlng to a
tance If he shoots the leader he upsets the whole herd and
blow1?g
~~~l~n~ll ~ore if he pursues them. If frightened, pigs could ~nly catte}
f,
while to await the warning of the leader to proceed to t e pace 0
r~~u~e. The warning is uttered thrice in the deep soudnd tf~' hr:n~~m.
mmmm mmmmm" with the mouth closed. At the en . 0 t e t 1!. 1me
~l start a: once run~ing in the same direction and meetlOg at a pOlOt ~o
resume their cu~tomary proce~sio~ in a .single file. W~y they never ma t e
mistakes in finding the direction 10 wh1ch . to proceed 1S yet a mtsterYh 0
b i d But these animals however far scattered they may e w en
fr~g~~e::d, do follow . correctiy the direction taken by the leader after
sounding his last warmng.

l.

t
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*

*

*
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BOOK REVIEWS
First Aid Illustrated. By H . T . H . Butt. Longmans, Green & Co. Price
1/4 at C.M.S. Bookshop.
HIS handy booklet fills a long-felt need as an instruction manual
for First Aid classes in this country. The illustrations are profuse,
most of them being actual photographs of a piece of first-aid
under discussion. With each illustration there are ample but
simple instructions; occasionally the author forgets he is addressing a
non-medical audience and brings in such a technical term as "Pelvis"
when" hip-bone" is just as easy to say and much more easy to understand.
The serious criticism of the book is that it describes the use of many different
kinds of tourniquet and gives no word of warning about the dangers of
this instrument being left in place too long. Apart from this, there can
be nothing but praise for a book so well planned for simple instruction
to African" First-Aiders."
M. ELLIS.

T

Books for Schools.

Wheaton's Modern Atlas of Africa. Edited by R. E. Parry and C. Midgley.
A. Wheaton & Co., Ltd. (Exeter). 1/-.
This Atlas is suitable for use in the Upper Elementary classes. It
contains some 46 Relief, Climate, and Political maps, together with some
excellent regional notes and some very well-chosen statistics, and is an
K . B. F.
example of what a modern school atlas should be.
Individual Exercises in School Geography. By C. Midgley. (Book IV.Mrica.) A. Wheaton & Co., Ltd. 6d.
This is one of a series of ten books of exercises, and is extraordinarily
good value for money. It contains 21 exercises on the Physical, Political
and Economic Geography of Africa, suitable for the higher forms of Middle
Schools and for teachers working for their Advanced Examinations in
Geography. There are similar books at the same price on the General
Principles of Geography, the other continents, the British Isles, the Regional
Geography of the World, and the British Empire.
K. B. F .

THE" SNAKE FISH"
A little-known fish popularly called a snake fis~. This spec~en,
hoto ra hed swimming in an aquarium, was caught 10 Lagos Har our.
it is ~acl with yellow spots and has well-formed gill covers that en.able
water to be retained in the gill chambers.

English for Beginners. By J. S. Bentwich. West's New Method Series.
Part I, 6d. ; Part H, 8d. Longmans Green & Co.
These books are specially written for the school which wishes pupils
in Infant Class H to begin to learn Spoken English as a preparation for the
use of the New Method Readers in Elementary Class I, and can be recommended for the purpose. I am a little doubtful as to whether it is necessary
and desirable to teach a child to say" I sit" when in fact he means " I am
sitting" or "I am sitting down", "I stand" when he means "I am
standing" or " I am standing up " and " I write" when he means " I am
writing " . We have endless difficulty in this country in teaching children
to distinguish the" habitual" from the " actual" present, and exercises of
the type found in Lessons I to VI of Part I will not do much to liquidate
that difficulty.
K. B. F .

(Note and photograph contributed by A. Angus Taylor, Lecturer,
The Higher College, 12th February, 1938.)

From Empire to Commonwealth of Nations. By C. Midgley. A. Wheaton
& Co. , Ltd. (Exeter). 6d.
This is a useful and very inexpensive history of the British Empire
from 1453 to 1932. Its value lies chiefly in its profusion of pictures,
photographs, maps and diagrams, its time chart, and in the exercises at the
end of each section. It is suitable for pupils of 11 to 13 years of age.
K. B. F.
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This peculiar feature of the fish gives it the ability to emerge from the
water, escape suffocation and travel over dry land.
It has now been successfully kept alive for the 'past .three months in a
salt water aquarium at the Higher College, Yaba, B1010g1cal Laboratory.
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Bamboo scaffolding surrounding a stone block building in process of construction at
A beokuta.

Wheaton's Vivid Geographies. Book Ill: Travel by Land, Sea and Air.
By V. Clark. A. Wheat on & Co., Ltd. (Exeter). 1/6.
This is a good specimen of the numerous books being published at
present to enable teachers to make Geography a living subject, concerned
with real people and real things. It has chapters on Roadways, Waterways,
Railways and Airways. Some of the "picture" maps would not be
approved by all teachers of Geography, but the other illustrations are really
excellent. The book is written chiefly for English children, and the matter
would need some adaptation to local conditions. The book is suitable
for the use of teachers in charge of the upper classes of Elementary Schools.
K. B. FORGE.

---------0--------A NEW FEATURE

In future issues of this Magazine we propose including.a new feature, consisting
of reviews of materials, tools, cycles, apparatus, etc., of partIcular mterest to workers
in Nigeria.
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NEW METHOD ENGLISH LIBRARY
New Volumes.
NOTES ON THE TEACHING OF SCIENCE FOR OVERSEAS
TEACHERS. By Rev.G. E. P. BRODERICK. Is.
RIGHT LIVING AND RIGHT THINKING.
By , Sir RICHARD
WINSTEDT. Is. 3d.
WHY AEROPLANES FLY.
By ARTHuR ELTON and ROBERT
FAIRTHORNE. Is. 6d.
ABOUT JESUS. By M . M . Illustrated by 'Robin.' Is.
Already published.
A BOOK OF SAINTS . By Rev. J. A. BOUQET. I..
STORIES OF FAMOUS AFRICANS . By G. A. GOLLOCK. 9d.
MORE STORIES OF FAMOUS AFRICANS. By G. A. GOLLOCK. 9d.
NOTES FOR OVERSEA TEACHERS ON THE TEACHING OF HISTORY
AND CIVICS. By Rev. G . E. P. BRODERICK.
THE NEW METHOD BOOK OF VERSE. By MARY HEAP. 9d.
Other Volumes in preparation.

2..

By C. R. NIVEN. With maps. 35. 9d.
A new history of Nigeria specially written for schools and training
colleges, and containing a number of specially prepared maps.

AFRICAN ARTS AND CRAFTS
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65. 6d.

OVERSEAS POETRY BOOK
By DENNIS HERBERT, Achimota College, Gold Coast.
In- Two Books. With illustrations. Book I, 8d.; Book 11, Is. 4d.
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THE NEW METHOD GRAMMAR

El

By Dr. HAROLD E. PALMER. With illustrations. 25. 3d.
A book which takes the teacher through the Grammar chapter by chapter,
giving answers to questions, further examples and suggestions for treatment, and amplifying the rules set out.

....
..

HOW TO USE THE NEW METHOD GRAMMAR 6d.
The New Method Series

BEN;~~~~~ !i~:US~!i:!.Np~t~,~~.;

By J. S.
Part 11, 8d.
TEACHERS' HANDBOOK: How to use 'English for Beginners.' 9d.
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THE HISTORY OF NIGERIA

THEIR DEVELOPMENT IN THE SCHOOL
By Mrs. MARGARET TROWELL. With illustrations.

c

NEW

pU~h~~~~~onths~!~d~ZINE

A Magazine designed to supply further reading material for
those who are studying English in various parts of the world.
It is illustrated and is written in simple English which may be
reasonably understood by those who are learning English as a
second language. Order it from your local bookshop.
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I LONGMANS, GREEN & Co., LTD., 39 PATERNOSTER Row, LONDON, ENS. I
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This Trade Mark is the standard of quality of all paints an~ materia. Is
for the elementary pupil, the art student and the artist.

PITMAN'S EDUCATIONAL BOOKS
FRESH START ARITHMETIC

For BEST RESULTS
in the ART CLASS

By G. A. WRIGHT. A series of graded a,rithmetics, in six books, designed to
make the subject interesting to the backward child. Book I, paper 8d., limp
cloth 9d.; Book 11, paper 7d., limp cloth 9d.; Book Ill, paper 8d., limp cloth
9d.; Book IV, paper 10d., limp cloth Is.; Book V, paper Is., limp cloth Is. 2d. ;
Book VI, paper Is., limp cloth, Is. 2d. Teachers' Books 1-11, each 2s. net;
Book Ill, 2s. 3d. net; Book IV, 2s. 6d. net; Books V and VI, each 3s. net.

USE

REEVES

SIMPLIFIED ARITHMETIC

DRAWING and PAINTING
MATERIALS

By F. F. POTTER, M.A., B.Sc. Compiled to meet the needs of ordinary pupils
in reorganized Senior Schools and particularly those grouped in the "B" and
" C" Classes, for whom the usual class book is generally found too difficult.
Introductory Book, paper 6d., limp cloth 8d., Teachers' Book 3s.; Book I,
paper 8d., limp cloth 10d., Teachers' Book 3s. 6d.; Book 11, paper Bd.,
limp cloth 10d., Teachers' Book 3s. 6d.; Book Ill, paper 10d., limp cloth Is.,
Teachers' Book 3s. 6d.

COMMON SENSE ENGLISH COURSE

USED IN EDUCATION DEPARTMENTS ALL OVER THE WORLD
Reeves have been making artists' colours,
brushes, etc., for over 170 years. The high
quality of their school paints, crayons,
brushes, etc., is the result of this long
experience.

The youngest class will learn quicker using
the best materials obtainable.
Reeves colours are the best. A wide range
of paint boxes specially planned for scholars.
Special colours available for
the Ostwald Theory.

By F. F. POTTER, M.A., B.Sc. Each book 7t in. by 5i in.
INTRODUCTORY BOOK. For pupils aged 7-8. Paper 8d., limp cloth lOd.
JUNIOR SERIES. Four books, graded to suit ages from 8 to 11. Books I-Ill,
paper 9d., limp cloth Is.; Book IV, paper Is., limp cloth ,Is. 3d.
SENIOR SERIES. Four books, graded for ages from 11 to 16. All in full cloth.
Book I, Is. 4d. ; Book 11, Is. 5d.; Book Ill, Is. 6d.; Book IV, Is. 9d.

ANTHOLOGY OF ENGLISH VERSE
FOR SCHOOLS
By F. F. POTTER, M.A., B.Sc., and JOAN B. POTTER. Each book 7! in. by 5i in.
Illustrated. A companion series to the Common Sense English Course (above).
JUNIOR SERIES. Four books. Prices: paper 9d.-ls., limp cloth Is.-ls. 3d.
With notes and exercises, Books I-Ill, Is. 6d.; Book IV, Is. 9d.
SENIOR SERIES. Four books, in full cloth. Books 1-11, Is. 6d.; Book Ill, Is. 8d. ;
Book IV, Is. 9d. With notes and exercises, Book I, 2s. ; Book 11, 2s. 3d.; Books
Ill-IV, 2s. 6d.

VOCABULARY AND SENTENCE WORK
FOR BEGINNERS
By A. P. BEEVOR.
An original class-book introducing an effective means of building up a vocabulary
through sentence work and simple, carefully graded, intelligence tests. 7! in.
by 5i in. limp cloth, 32 pp., 9d.

Principals, Art Masters and Mistresses are invited to apply
for Catalogue and Colour Chart to

REEVES & SONS, LTD.
ASHWIN ST., DALSTON, LONDON, E.8,
xviii

SIR ISAAC PITMAN AND SONS, LTD.,
PARKER STREET, KINGSWAY, LONDON , W.C.2

England
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PERCUSSION BAND
NEW MUSIC SHEETS
By
SIZE :

c.

BAVIN, M.C.
In Full Colours.

35 X 23 ins.

MARCHES.
Sheet No.

Gramophone No.

9.- RULE BRITANNIA. MEN OF HARLECH
...
. .. ,
IO.-HUNDRED PIPERS, THE LINCOLNSHIRE POACHER ... ~ Col. DB1730.
II.-JOHN PEEL. I AM NINETY-FIVE
...
...
... J
12.-COLONEL BOGEY
...
...
...
...
...
Col. 5474.
A Ford 'V'-B
Station Wagon
at the top of
Mount Patti.
Lokoja.
A magnificent
view of the
Niger and the
Benue can be
obtained from
this point.

Each Sheet

2/- Net.

FOLK & NURSERY MUSIC Already Published.
I.-Three Meet
5. -Goddesses
2.-We wont go home till morning
6.-The Mock Hobby Horse
3. -Hot Cross Buns, Polly put the kettle on,
7. -Lavender Blue, Curly Locks, Lady and
Bobby Shafto
the Swine
4.-1 had a little Nut Tree, Pussy Cat, Jack
8.-Three Blind Mice, Humpty Dumpty,
and Jill
Hickory Dickory
Fully illustrated prospectus of Mr. Bavin's Percussion Music Sheets and Instruments post free.
The Gramophone Records are Specially Produced by H.M.V. and Columbia Gramophone Co.

PHILIP & TACEY LTO.
69-79 FULHAM HIGH STREET, LONDON, Eng.

The Ford' V '-8 Station Wagon is the ideal car for luxurious touring. The
latest models have safety glass all round and provide for through draught
ventilation. They have removable seats, ample load accommodation, and
are both thief and weather proof.
Head Office :
Sole Nigerian Distributors :

JOE ALLEN & CO., Ltd.

LAGOS

ALWAYS ASK FOR

HUNTLEY & PALMERS

Branches at

BISCUITS

Aba. Benin
City, Ibadan,
Jos, Kano.

YOU PAY NOTHING EXTRA

FOR THE

NAME

BUT

YOU DO GET SOMETHING
EXTRA FORVOUR MONEY
A Ford 'V'-B
Station Wagon
starting the
climb of 1.349 ft.
to the summit
of Mount Patti.
Lokoja.

HUNTLEY & PALMERS, READING. ENGLAND
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THORNTON
Largest
Manufacturers of
High-Grade
Drawing
Instruments in the
British Empire.

•

Illustrated Catalogues. Series A 12D-Post Free.

A. G. THORNTON, Ltd.
(Contractor. to the British and other Government.)

PARAGON WORKS, KING ST. WEST,

MANCHESTER.

offers you all the smartest
and latest styles of footwear
Best quality shoes and boots for all occasions-also socks and stockings.
There are hundreds of different designs to choose from. And as for style
-they are equal to any obtainable in the Capitals of Europe. Yet they sell

at very moderate prices

Also Manufacturers
of Slide Rules.
Drawing Boards.
Tee & Set Sq uares,
Curves, Protractors,
Surveying
Instruments, and
Drawing Office
Stationery.

Agfa Cameras
Agfa Films
and Chemicals
Agfa Papers
The Agfa-Rondinax 60 Daylight Developing Tank
The ideal outfit for the perfect development of panc:;hromatic and other roll films 21N x 31" and 21N X 21N•
No dark room required; paper backing removed both easily and with
perfect certainty; no scratching of the film; e~onomy of deve/,oper-:
(5 oz. only required); a film can be. developed In about five mmutes.
the tank is light in weight, non-corrod,ng and can be eaSIly washed and
dried for the development and fixing of successive films.
.

N.V.

HANDELMAATSCHAPPIJ V/ H
LAGOS

J. F. SICK Co.
Phone 216 -

Porto Novo Market Street, 13-15.
xxii

Ask for our latest Catalogues

BATA SHOE COMPANY OVERSEAS LTD., LA VALETTA
Lagos 81-87 Broad Street P.O. Box 548.
Ibadan

Branches:
Port Harcourt

P.O. Box 179.
xxiii

Phone 459
Abeokuta

FILMSLIDES
FOR VISUAL TEACHING
;Vhat are.tilmslides 1 Why has this
tfstem of Illustrating lessons and talks
T~:nfi~o 'f.~rmly welcomed in Africa 1
II ms I e system is a remarkable
d
I eve opment of the old magic lantern
n.stead ofa box of, say, 100 heav las~
s~ldes, one has a sma"ro" of g
~lnema film (non-inflammable) ~.~.
~ng less than 2 oz., small enou '::t~g ~
Into the vest pocket. Such agro" c~n
be sent . by Air Mail for 3d. Think
whdat .thls saves in carriage, breakage
an time.

31

.

vye h~ve a large library of standard
fl.1 mslldes. series available- travel,
blolo~y, literature, history, Bible
ieachmg, health and general interest
hese are. supplied at the rate of
Id. per picture. Filmslides from
own. photos, maps, notes, etc.
3Ydour
. per picture.
'
For showing filmslides we recomthe V.I.S. Projector. Efficient
simple, self-contained
p.
'
r1ces:
£4 17s. 6d. to £8 10s.·

VISUAL INFORMATION SERVICE
The Original British Filmslide Producers
168a Bf .YTERSEA BRIDGE ROAD, LOND~N, S.W.I

The Antiseptic, Germicic:lal
and Cleansing TOoth Pasfe '

Obtainable at all Chemists and Stores.

in

EXERCISE BOOKS
PENS .. PENCILS
PAINTS .. BRUSHES
RULERS .. INK

~end

Particulars and Catalogues from

Clean, sparkling white teeth
and a healtby mouth can be
yours, by the regular use of
Koly?,os. Special ingredients,
contained only in Kolynos, kill
the germs of dental decay im-

THE BEST VALUE

mediate~y, remove ugly tartar
and bamsh stains. Kolynos is
so .economical that only half
an Inch, preferably used on a
DR:' brush, will be sufficient
to gl.ve the results you desire.
Try It. Buy a tube to-day.

KOLYNOS
DE NTAL CREAM

and

ALL SCHOLASTIC MATERIALS
FOR TEACHERS & PUPILS
)

How do you purchase the things you need
for your studies? Rather than buy one or
two at a time, it is far better to find out
what your fellow-pupils or teachers want,
then buy them all together-the bigger the
order: ~he more money can be saved . By
combining your own reqUirements with
those of your friends and colleagues you can
get everything you need at reduced cost.
The United Africa Company Ltd., will give
you the best possible bargain- and the
finest service at all times.

Save money!

Place your orders with
THE

UNITED AFRICA CO. LTD.
Branches throughout West Africa

SADDLERY

"

,

Bridles, Breast Bands, ~its, Clippers, Curry
Combs, Girths, Heaqstalls, Martingales, .
Numnahs, Pony "Boots, Reins, Rasps, Saddles,
S.ti~nip Leathers, Stirrup Irons, Surcingales,
Saddle Soap, Spurs, Weight Cloths, Whips,
Worm.
.. ~nd Condition Po.wd~ts, etc" etc;
-

.

"
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'

.
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GARDEN REQUISITES
Pipes, ' Hose ' ~.Uni9ns, Tap Unions,
Sp~inklers, •Branch Pipes; Boston Sprays, Hose
Clips, Hose Repairers; Lawn Mowers and Parts,
Clay's Fertilizer, Wire Netting, Garden Shears,
Secateurs, Trowels, Forks, . Spades, . Watering
Cans,
Gat:den Rakes, etc"" .etc,
'
,'
Hose

i

. '

",

..

,

"

. ' ...... "11 il"IIIIIII"
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A(I . the above obtainable from

:~

G. :.GOTTSCHALCK
& CO.
.
,-/'

"I

•

i

-

. .
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London and Hull.
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